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Editor’s choice
Technological upheaval is meat and drink for the vice president for finance and
deal costing at worldwide IT and telecom systems provider T-Systems, but Michael
Schlombs FCCA has his analytical feet firmly on the ground. See page 16

WOMEN’S TIME TO SHINE

I’m writing this letter on 8 March – International Women’s Day (IWD)
– which will see thousands of events taking place around the world to
inspire women and celebrate their achievements. Just to name a few
– there were 217 events due to take place in the US; 185 in Australia;
153 in Canada; 86 in India; 17 in Pakistan; and 28 in Nigeria.
International Women’s Day has been observed since the early
1900s, which was a time of great expansion and turbulence in the
industrialised world. It was also a time of huge population growth and
was accompanied by the rise of radical ideologies. The first National
Woman’s Day took place in the US on 28 February 1909.
Since its birth in the socialist movement, 1975 was designated
‘International Women’s Year’ by the United Nations. And since then,
women’s organisations and governments around the world have also
observed IWD on 8 March. Since 2000 it’s become an official holiday in
countries including Afghanistan, Cambodia, Cuba, Georgia, Kazakhstan,
Mongolia, Russia, Uganda, Zambia, Vietnam and Nepal (for women only).
To mark IWD, ACCA’s chief executive Helen Brand said that, despite
encouraging numbers of women entering the accountancy profession,
there is still much to be done. Women are still under-represented in highlevel positions, she said. ‘The profession must work together collectively
to find ways of helping women reach the more senior positions.’ ACCA
can claim to be the world’s first professional accountancy body with a
female member: Ethel Ayres Purdie joined in 1909.
Appropriately, our cover feature this month focuses on the remarkable
success of women entrepreneurs in Nepal. It’s one of the poorest
countries in the world, but entrepreneurial women are outdoing men
when it comes to running a business. A buoyant SME sector holds much
promise for the country’s poor economy. But there are barriers, with poor
access to credit the biggest of all. These women’s stories are certainly
inspirational however. You can read our feature beginning on page 12.
Lesley Bolton, lesley.bolton@accaglobal.com

CYBER CRIMINALS
A New York
ACCA conference
looks at ways
of tackling the
ever burgeoning
global problem of
cybercrimes such
as ID theft, fraud
and cyber viruses
Page 38

AUDITORS’ PAIN
India is hoping
to green-flag a
Companies Bill
that will impose
stricter regulation
on auditors
following the
fallout from the
Satyam scandal.
Page 42

CORPORATE FOCUS

AB Corporate, an Accounting
and Business special edition,
looks at the challenges facing
business leaders and the
skillsets they require from
the finance function, as well
as highlighting how ACCA is
equipping members for the
future. Find out more on page 66 or visit
www.accaglobal.com/abcorporate
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News in pictures

01

A replica of the
Ghent Altarpiece,
made from 3.5 million
wooden Easter eggs
painted by people from
42 countries, on show
at St Sophia Square
in Ukraine

02

Xi Jinping (left),
head of China’s
Communist Party, was
due to take over from Hu
Jintao as the president
of China at the National
People’s Congress

03

A fleet from
Australia,
Germany, Great Britain,
Russia and the US will
be competing in Antigua
Sailing Week, which runs
from 27 April to 3 May
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04

Yahoo! chief
Marissa Mayer
banned staff from
working from home,
in a bid to improve
communication and
collaboration. Mayer
previously was in the
news for taking just two
weeks’ maternity leave

05

Pakistani women
protest in
Lahore during an antiviolence rally to mark
International Women’s
Day. See page three for
more on IWD

06

Ikea was
among many
companies affected by
the horsemeat scandal
after authorities in the
Czech Republic found
horsemeat in its popular
Köttbullar meatballs.
Ikea withdrew them from
sale in more than 20
European countries
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A Toy Fair 2013
visitor touches
Lego Friends sculpture
Stephanie. Lego Friends,
introduced in January
2012, helped boost
Lego sales by 25% last
year, to US$4.2bn. Girls
now account for 25% of
Lego purchases

News in graphics
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THE CRIPPLING COST OF LIVING IN URBAN ASIA

According to the latest Worldwide Cost of Living Survey from the Economist Intelligence Unit, five cities in Asia Pacific and one
in Europe have displaced Zurich at the top of the most expensive urban location list. The top 20 now includes 11 Asian cities.

28%

Proportion
of top
decisionmaking
roles in
South Africa
held by
women –
unchanged
since 2009,
according
to Grant
Thornton.

61%

Proportion
of revenue
raised in
first six
months of
Australia’s
new mining
tax paid by
BHP Billiton.

LI KA-SHING
(HONG KONG)

Month
in figures

us$34bn

CHARLES K
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(US)
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KO
DAVID
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us$34bn

The Nordic countries stay top of the female
empowerment table for 27 OECD labour
markets, according to PwC’s Women in Work
Index. The index ratings ranged from Norway’s
81.3 to Korea’s 29.1, with the US’s 58.8 little
better than average (58.3) for the group of 27.

1 NORWAY (2007: 1)

us$43bn

us$54bn
WARREN
BUFFET
(US)

LARRY
ELLISON
(US)

2 SWEDEN (3)
3 DENMARK (2)
4 NEW ZEALAND (4)

us$57bn
AMANCIO
ORTEGA
(SPAIN)

bn
us$67
ATES
BILL G
(US)

99M

Number
of people
below the
poverty line
in China in
2012 (down
from 122m
in 2011).

BEST FOR WORKING WOMEN

us$31bn

6 CANADA (6)
8 AUSTRALIA (12)
14 POLAND (13)

us$73

17 US (10)

CARLOS SLI bn
M HE
(MEXICO) LU

18 UK (14)
20 CZECH REP (18)

THE BILLIONAIRES’ BILLIONAIRES

22 IRELAND (20)

The eight richest men on the planet,
according to the latest Forbes ranking. The
richest woman, France’s Liliane Bettencourt,
was rated ninth with US$30bn.

25 JAPAN (26)
27 KOREA (27)

WAS THIS YEAR’S BONUS BIGGER THAN LAST YEAR’S?

Finance professionals in three locations told Efinancialcareers.com how their latest annual bonus compares
with the previous one. The average increase was 19% in Hong Kong, 10% in Australia and 8% in Singapore.

KEY:
Bigger
Smaller

AUSTRALIA

HONG KONG

SINGAPORE

The same
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GLOBALS’ GROWTH SLOWS

Despite overall income growth in 2012, the 22
leading global accountancy networks have seen
their rate of growth dip for the first time since 2009
as a result of pressure on fees, regulatory scrutiny and
intense competition across the industry. According to the
latest survey by International Accounting Bulletin, there
has been virtually no change in the Big Four’s market share.

RANK

COMPANY

2

GROWTH RATE

1

PwC			

+8%

2

DELOITTE		

+9%

3

ERNST & YOUNG

+7%

4

KPMG		

+1%

5

BDO			

+6%

6

GRANT THORNTON

+10%

7

RSM		

+1%

8

BAKER TILLY INT

+3%

9

CROWE HORWATH

+5%

NEXIA		

+22%

10

3

4

16m
$6,0

US$145bn

Combined
revenue of
leading global
accountancy
networks
in 2012
(US$137bn in
2011).

180,529

Global
workforce of
PwC, the firm
with biggest
fee income.

5

82m
$4,1
6

87m
$3,9

40m

10

0m
2
4
,
$24
30m
0
,
3
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www.InternationalAccountingBulletin.com

$2,8

6%

Global
accounting
network
income
growth in
2012 (8% in
2011).

78m
$3,0
9

According to the survey, 18 of the 22
networks surveyed grew revenue in
2012, down from 21 in 2011. Of all 45
surveyed networks and associations,
23% reported a fall in revenues and
11% saw double-digit growth (down
from 27% in 2011). PwC remained the
largest global network, a title that only

17m
$3,3

7

8

Deloitte has ever wrested away from
it – once, in 2010.
The year saw a surge in M&A activity
among the larger mid-tier networks,
with BDO International merging with
PKF International’s firms in Australia,
China and the UK.
Firms saw continued pressure on

audit and accounting services, with
advisory – and to a lesser extent tax –
bringing in organic growth.
Worldwide, firms in Turkey (35%),
China (28%) and India (20%) enjoyed
strongest average growth in the year,
as networks and associations invested
heavily in these emerging economies.
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News round-up

SEC LIMITED ON LEVYING FINES

The US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) must comply with
a time limit on some types of legal
action, the Supreme Court has ruled.
Two executives of Gabelli Funds LLC
successfully argued that the SEC had
been too slow in taking legal action
against alleged abuses related to rapid
trading by a hedge fund. The Supreme
Court ruled that a five-year rule on
government action requesting civil
penalties applies to the SEC and that
the timeline begins from the date of a
fraud, not its date of discovery.

EU PROPOSES CAP ON BONUSES

A cap on bankers’ bonuses has
been agreed by both the European
Parliament and a meeting of EU finance
ministers. If the cap is approved,
bonuses will normally be restricted
to matching an annual salary. This
can increase to twice a basic salary
if supported by shareholders holding
more than half the bank’s shares, but
this would also require a quarter of
the entire bonus to be held back for at
least five years. The EU also agreed that
banks must hold a higher level – 8% –
of high-quality capital, mostly Tier 1. A
formal vote on the plans will be held at
the Parliament this month (April).

earnings more informative and
therefore more useful to domestic and
international investors, according to
a study commissioned by ACCA. The
study, Does IFRS Convergence Affect
Financial Reporting Quality in China,
looked for changes to the valuerelevance of earnings – the degree to
which changes in reported earnings
affect share prices – and found that this
increased following IFRS convergence
in 2007, and was almost certainly
the result of convergence itself. The
researchers examined all Chinese
companies listed on the Shanghai and
Shenzhen stock exchanges between
2003 and 2009.The report can be found
at www.accaglobal.com/reporting

DELOITTE SUED OVER CHINACAST
Deloitte’s China and US network
members are being sued by a group
of US investment funds over investor
losses at ChinaCast Education Corp.
The investors claim they lost tens
of millions of dollars when former

chief executive Ron Chan allegedly
transferred assets to another company
owned by Chan, but that auditors
Deloitte failed to detect this. Chan left
the company last year, denying any
wrongdoing. The Chinese member
firm Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu CPA
Limited said: ‘We do not believe that
the plaintiffs have a valid basis for
bringing this action against Deloitte
Touche Tohmatsu CPA Limited and,
accordingly, we will defend ourselves
vigorously.’ The US firm said: ‘Deloitte
& Touche LLP was not ChinaCast's
auditors and there is no legal or factual
basis for this lawsuit against it.’

UAE BOND MARKET ESSENTIAL

The governor of the United Arab
Emirates’ Central Bank, Sultan Bin
Nasser Al Suwaidi, has urged the
creation of a local bond market to free
UAE businesses from relying on capital
through international markets. This is
especially true for banks, he said, given
the higher reserves required under

G20 URGES FASTER CONVERGENCE
The G20 has made a plea to the
International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) and US Financial
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) to
make better progress on accounting
convergence and to finalise by the end
of the year their work on outstanding
projects that would enable convergence
to be completed. A major concern
of the G20 is the lack of progress
on a single standard for financial
instruments convergence. The Financial
Stability Board recommended to
the G20 that the IASB and FASB
prepare a roadmap for convergence on
impairment, and for achieving broader
convergence, by the end of the year.

IFRS CONVERGENCE HELPS CHINA
IFRS convergence has benefited
China’s economy by making accounting

NOVELIST WINS US$51M ACTION

US crime novelist Patricia Cornwell
has won a US$51m legal action
against Anchin, Block and Anchin
LLP, which had acted as the writer’s
financial manager. A jury accepted
Cornwell had suffered substantially
through failures by the firm in
managing her wealth. The writer
told the court that, although she had
earned more than US$10m a year for
four years in succession, she found
in 2009 that her net worth was under

US$13m. The firm rejected the claim,
saying it had acted ‘professionally and
appropriately’. Cornwell said that she
had bipolar disorder, which meant she
could only write when not distracted
and the upset over the state of her
finances had meant that she had lost
substantial income. A missed book
deadline cost her about US$15m.
Anchin did not respond to a request for
comment, but it has strongly resisted
the claim and press reports suggest
that it intends to appeal.
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Analysis
MATCH-FIXING CRACKDOWN

Last year’s Nicosia Declaration proclaimed match-fixing to be ‘one of the
most serious threats to contemporary sport’. Now sports regulators and lawenforcement agencies are stepping up their game against rigged results.

Basel III, which be fulfilled through a
local securities market. The comments
were made at the 2013 Global
Financial Markets Forum in Abu Dhabi.

BRIBERY IN RUSSIA ON DECLINE

Bribery in Russia is declining, with
women taking the lead in refusing to
make corrupt payments, according to a
World Bank report, Russian Federation:
National and Regional Trends in Regulatory
Burden and Corruption. However, the
report found that the consequence
of refusing to pay bribes is increased
bureaucracy and time spent in dealing
with government departments. The study
examined the period from 2008 to 2011,
in which time the frequency in which
bribery was used when dealing with a
state institution dropped from one in five
occasions to one in 12.

P30

decade ago behind us. The settlement
results from tax strategies last sold
in 2002. The firm has cooperated
with the US Attorney’s office since the
beginning of its investigation.’

RUSSIA ADOPTS IPSAS RULES

Russia is to use national accounting
rules for government departments
and other public bodies based on
International Public Sector Accounting
Standards. The implementation
programme is being run by Russia’s
Ministry of Finance but is part of the

RUSSIA ‘TO LOSE US$50BN’

Over US$50bn is expected to be
moved out of Russia legally this year
for investment in other countries, says
the country’s Ministry of Economic
Development. This is in addition to

OECD CALLS FOR FAIRER TAXES

CFO SURVEY SHOWS OPTIMISM

CFOs in India are cautiously optimistic
about the future, according to the
Deloitte Annual CFO Survey 2013.
Some 62% of Indian CFOs expressed
optimism about the future of the
Indian economy over the longer term.
But they remain uncertain about the
short-term impact of recent Indian
government economic reforms,
including increased incentives for
investment in target sectors. Just over
half of the CFOs are neutral about the
current state of the country’s economy.
Skill availability, costs and pricing are
at the top of current concerns.

EY SETTLES TAX SHELTER CLAIM

Ernst & Young is to pay US$123m
to resolve a federal tax shelter
investigation and has admitted
wrongful conduct by some partners
and staff. The firm conceded that it
participated from 1999 to 2004 in four
tax shelters used by about 200 clients,
to defer, reduce or eliminate US tax
liabilities of over US$2bn. EY entered
into a non-prosecution agreement in
response to action by the Manhattan
Attorney’s Office. Under this, the firm
agreed to continuing co-operation with
the investigation. EY spokesperson
Amy Call Well said: ‘Ernst & Young
is pleased to put this matter from a

their role in the US$7bn fraud based
on fictitious deposits in the Stanford
International Bank in Antigua. Gilbert
Lopez and Mark Kuhrt were convicted
in November last year but sentencing
was delayed. Stanford is serving a 110year prison term.

Ángel Gurría

World Bank’s Treasury Development
Project, which is seeking to improve
the transparency of Russia’s national
accounts. Russia uses an accrualsbased system for its national accounts.

STANFORD ACCOUNTANTS JAILED

The chief accounting officer and global
controller for Allen Stanford have
each been imprisoned for 20 years for

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has
called for global solutions to protect
small firms and individuals from an
unfair tax burden, while multinationals
avoid paying their fair share. An OECD
study – Addressing Base Erosion and
Profit Shifting – commissioned by the
G20 found that some multinationals
pay as little as 5% corporation tax,
while small firms pay up to 30%.
The OECD accused some small
jurisdictions of acting as conduits, in
return receiving disproportionately
large amounts of foreign direct
investment. ‘These strategies, though
technically legal, erode the tax base
of many countries and threaten the
stability of the international tax
system,’ said OECD secretary general
Ángel Gurría. ‘As governments and
their citizens are struggling to make
ends meet, it is critical that all
taxpayers – private and corporate –
pay their fair amount of taxes and
trust the international tax system is
transparent.’ See also page 59.

the similar sums that are illicitly taken
out of Russia. Central bank governor
Sergey Ignatyev believes that US$49bn
was illegally removed last year, though
this is much less than the US$211.5bn
a year taken out illicitly between 1994
and 2011, estimated by US financial
watchdog Global Financial Integrity.
Compiled by Paul Gosling, journalist
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n Nepal, women habitually get
the better of men when it comes
to doing business and generate 6
percentage points more profit than
male Nepalis, according to a study by
the International Financial Corporation
(IFC), an arm of the World Bank.
Puja Tandon, co-founder of Nepalbased international management
consulting firm Beed Management,
says: ‘Nearly half of Nepal’s women
are economically active and many rural
households are female-headed.’

Demographic driver

A FLAIR FOR
BUSINESS
In Nepal, one of the poorest countries in the world,
entrepreneurial women are outdoing men when it
comes to running a business

It is partly about demographics.
Tandon explains: ‘Of the country’s
26.5 million population in 2011,
there are 796,422 more females than
males.’ The number of males per 100
females has decreased from 99.8
in 2001 to 94.2 in 2011, because
‘lack of employment and the Maoist
insurgency’, now hopefully at an end,
have driven men abroad, leaving women
to head many rural households, she
says. The number of men aged 15–40
in rural Nepal is particularly low.
As a result, female-headed
households in Nepal increased by about
11 percentage points, from 14.9% in
2001 to 25.7% in 2011, according to
the census.
Yet this has had some profoundly
positive benefits. Women business
owners are more likely than men
to spend their earnings on their
family and educating their children,
so the ‘social benefits of women
entrepreneurs are more far-reaching
and sustainable’, Tandon argues.
However, Nepal is still a least
developed country, according to the UN,
and its US$18.88bn GDP economy grew
at 3.8% in 2011 (slow for emerging
markets), according to World Bank data.
But a buoyant small and mediumsized enterprise (SME) sector holds
much promise for the country’s poor
economy: ‘99.5% of the country’s
registered businesses are SMEs and
this sector has posted robust growth,
says the IFC study published in
December 2012. In the 2011 financial
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year SMEs ‘accounted for 18.4% of
GDP and in 2012 their contribution
rose to a robust 21.7%’, it notes.
Of the estimated 111,442 SMEs in
the country, 14,291 (12.8%) are fully or
partially owned by women entrepreneurs
and the sector provides employment
to ‘about 1.75 million people, of which
25.9% (454,000) are women’, says
the IFC report. On a positive note, it
points out that the ‘setting up of new
businesses is an uptrend and almost
63% of SMEs have been registered in
the last 10–12 years’.
But there are barriers, with poor
access to credit the biggest of all. Of
the total seed capital used by SMEs,
only 8.3% in the last year came from
formal financial institutions, says the
IFC study. At present most seed capital
comes from an owner’s personal funds
– 71.1% for men-owned SMEs and
67.2% for women-owned SMEs. This
has forced 23.6% of women-owned and
19.8% of men-owned SMEs to turn to
informal sources of finance such as
friends, families and money lenders.
Worse still, only 39.4% of SMEs
(39.7% of men-owned and 37.3% of
women-owned) in the country have
an overdraft facility with a bank. And
only 22.8% of SMEs (23.3% of menowned and 19.7% of women-owned)
have a long-term loan with a financial
institution, according to the report.

Hardest hit
Women-owned SMEs may have been the
hardest-hit group, the study explains,
because women-owned SMEs ‘operate
at a smaller scale, have a smaller
capacity and hence are seen as having
limited capacity to repay the loans’.
Tandon adds that ‘banks in Nepal
only offer collateralised lending, largely
on land and property’. Since women
in Nepal have no right to ancestral
property and cannot register movable
property they have very limited access
to institutional credit.
But notwithstanding all this, women
have still been outperforming men in
terms of profits. Women-led businesses
‘recorded profit as a percentage of

Sushma Khatri Ranjit: women should
‘never underestimate their potential’

the business was up and running.
Educated or not, though, women
entrepreneurs need to show they have
‘patience and responsibility’, she says,
urging women to ‘never underestimate’
their potential.
Meanwhile, Renu Bajracharya started
Suruchi Travel and Tours with four
staffers in 2001; today she has 16
employees. The plan is to set up a
hotel and an airline if things continue
to improve, she says. According to
Bajracharya, Nepali women are ‘eagleeyed and wait for the right opportunity’
before investing, which she says has
been key to their success.
Ambica Shrestha, owner of
Dwarika’s Group of hotels and resorts

‘WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS LARGELY OPERATE THEIR
BUSINESS MORE EFFICIENTLY EVEN WITH LIMITED
ACCESS TO FINANCING AND THEIR SMALLER SCALE’
sales at 29.6% while the corresponding
figure for men-owned SMEs is 23.6%’,
the study says.
Given all the disadvantages they
labour under, how do Nepali women
manage to achieve this?
Women are ‘devoted to work’, says
Sushma Khatri Ranjit, general manager
of telecommunication company S Four
Trading in Nepal; she owns equal shares
in the company with her husband.
Coming from the middle class, but
facing financial problems, ‘we had to
start from the scratch’, she recalls.
With political instability endemic in
Nepal, a brain drain was another issue
and finding trained technical people
was hard. Yet they ‘chose to stay here
and struggled’. Today her company
provides telecom services to more than
15 districts; customers include the
government, the UN, hotels, hospitals
and universities.
Ranjit has a master’s degree in
science and engineering, and she
specialised in radio communication.
Education, she says, was her strength
and she eventually managed to
obtain a bank loan, although not until

in Nepal, says women’s perseverance
has made them successful in business.
In Asia, she says, ‘a girl child is not
as important as a boy to a family and
therefore women end up working hard
to achieve their targets’. Shrestha is
also president of the Federation of
Business and Professional Women
Nepal, an initiative to provide microfinance to women entrepreneurs.
Four years ago 1,050 women were
trained by this organisation and four
years later 139 of them have set up
businesses, she says.
Shrestha set up her own guesthouse
in the early 1970s, investing NPR1m
– about US$11,600 at the current
exchange rate. Today her investment
has yielded huge dividends, with
Dwarika’s Group owning one of the
world’s largest private collections of
antique woodwork dating back to the
early 13th century – the Malla period
of Nepal’s history.
‘New carved doorways fetch up to
US$15,000, while antique pieces are
rarely available in the market,’ says
Jyoti Upadhyay, Dwarika’s international
sales and marketing manager. The
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group also has an eco-friendly lifestyle
retreat in Dhulikhel, Nepal.
The IFC study acknowledges that
the ‘entrepreneurial ability’ of Nepali
women is key to their success.
IFC programme manager Thelma
Tajirian from Bangladesh led the study
of more than 170 women-owned
SMEs in Nepal. She says: ‘Women
entrepreneurs largely operate their
business more efficiently even with
limited access to financing and smaller
scale of businesses.’ She adds that
they could play a ‘significant role in
the national economy’ if financial
institutions better addressed their
financing needs. She also notes that
women tend to ‘employ more women
in their workforce’ because they believe
them to be ‘diligent workers’.
Tandon adds that her organisation
has introduced an SME fund called
Business Oxygen, targeting enterprises
that cannot access finance from banks.
‘Though we would not be providing
seed finance, we would be open to look
at all enterprises striving for growth to
the next level, irrespective of whether
they are owned or run by men or
women,’ she says.

A better bet
However, with women ‘known to be
more risk-averse, more pragmatic,
more intuitive, with better social and
managerial skills’, Business Oxygen
favours investing in such enterprises.
The company also offers women a ‘lot
of handholding and provides technical
assistance to ensure the transfer of
managerial and accounting skills’.
As far as credit is concerned, the
IFC study points out that the SME
portfolio of Nepali banks favours
retail and wholesale businesses, which
account for 76.7% of their SME loans.
The IFC advises financial institutions
to ‘diversify their SME loan portfolio
beyond retail and wholesale sectors’
and to develop new types of loan
products, particularly term loans,
targeting other SME sectors.
The IFC also notes that SME retail
and wholesale loans tend to be shortterm overdraft facilities.
A more proactive policy would

*GROW SLOW

Scarce liquidity:
the limited property
rights of women in Nepal
restrict their access to
institutional credit

With a per capita annual income of US$750, Nepal figures on the UN’s list
of least developed countries and is one of the poorest nations of the world.
Poor access to an unreliable power network and a lack of physical connectivity
(the road density is one of the lowest in south Asia) are impeding growth. More
than one-third of the people living in the country’s many hill and mountain
areas are more than four hours away from an all-weather road.
According to the World Bank, in the five years to 2009 net foreign direct
investment (FDI) in Nepal averaged only 0.1% of GDP, compared with an average
of 1.9% for other low-income developing countries. Investments in Nepal are
constrained by a challenging regulatory and legal framework, poor governance
and accounting practices and political uncertainty.
Nepal is still struggling through a political transition following a 10-year
violent conflict with Maoist rebels that ended in 2006. This has involved
rehabilitation, truth and reconciliation, power sharing between the major
political parties and the development of a new constitution.

help bank profits, says the IFC: ‘Only
84,550 [Nepali] SMEs have a savings/
current account with a formal financial
institution,’ it says, adding that banks
could capture the business of the
27,000 SMEs (22,500 men-owned
and 4,500 women-owned) ‘that do
not have any type of account with a
formal financial institution’.
At least one bank in Nepal has
heeded the call. Clean Energy
Development Bank (CEDB) has
launched a ‘Woman Entrepreneurs
Loan’ with an annual interest rate of
10% compared with the 12%–16%
offered by other banks, says general
manager Barsha Shrestha.

And while fixed assets are required
as collateral to secure a business loan
in Nepal under the regulations of the
central bank, the Nepal Rastra Bank,
we are ‘providing personal loans up to
NPR300,000 [US$3,502] to women,’
Shrestha says, adding that the bank is
working with the IFC to create a fund to
offer collateral-free loans to promising
entrepreneurs. Shrestha says: ‘We are
offering a Nari Bachat Khata [Woman
Savings Account] with a 6.5% interest
per annum, which is 1.5% higher than
the normal savings account including
added facilities.’
Poorna Rodrigo, journalist
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Interview

UP IN THE CLOUD

Technological upheaval is meat and drink for the VP for finance and deal costing at
T-Systems, but Michael Schlombs FCCA has his analytical feet firmly on the ground

I

n the economic gloom that
pervades Europe today, it is good
to hear some success stories
and Germany’s IT and telecoms
sector is one. Its exports over the first
three quarters of 2012 were valued
at €22.2bn, a rise of 3.5% on the
same period in 2011, according to
industry federation Bitkom. The giant
of German IT services is T-Systems,
a subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom,
which turned over €9.2bn in the 2011
financial year.
Michael Schlombs FCCA is the
company’s vice president for finance
and deal costing. Speaking to
Accounting and Business in his Bonn
office, he explains how effective
accounting can be the lifeblood of a
successful high-tech business. Cleanshaven, tall and in his late-thirties, with
perfect English thanks to time spent
in Australia and the UK, where he also
acquired ACCA qualifications, he says:
‘To begin with I thought accounting
was boring, just playing around with
numbers, like being a tax adviser.’
He changed his mind after starting
his professional career as a consultant
with KPMG: ‘I quickly realised that
accounting is more like a bloodstream;
you have to understand the system and

the system is numbers, everything is
based on numbers. If your calculation
is wrong, if your investment calculation
doesn’t provide you with positive net
present values, for example, the project
may die.’
It was this realisation that ignited his
passion for accounting. Keen to get an
international grip, he made ACCA his
first port of call. He says the flexible
programme suited his career and gave
him a firm understanding of numbers
and accounting.
As a financial executive in a high-tech
comms company, he understands only
too well how his profession has been
transformed by digital innovations. ‘In
one of my first courses with ACCA I

Nowadays, working for an ITcompany, he stresses that financial
data is available almost instantly
online. And his office makes use of
the many mobile devices and apps
available: ‘With the right applications
you can even do debits and credits
and go live into your backup systems
and do accounting,’ he says.
T-Systems is contributing to this
digital revolution, albeit its parent also
offers old-school telecom services.
Deutsche Telekom has a fixed-line
business, a mobile segment and
an IT component. Schlombs says
this three-pillar approach makes his
job a lot easier: ‘When acting on an
international stage and competing for

‘JUST 10 YEARS AGO I HAD A CLIENT WITH A HUGE
BOOK AND SPECIAL ELBOW PADS USING A PENCIL
AND A RUBBER TO ENTER THE DEBITS AND CREDITS’
was involved with professional audits,
and I had a client who did basic
accounting like it was done 50 years
ago. He had a huge book and special
elbow pads and he was using a pencil
and a rubber to enter the debits and
credits. That was just 10 years ago.’

*TALKING OF CLOUD COMPUTING

Michael Schlombs was preparing to speak on cloud computing at a joint
ACCA/KPMG-run event in Dusseldorf as this edition of Accounting and
Business went to press.
The event, entitled ‘Cloud computing – implication for the accounting and
finance professional’, was also due to hear Jörg Asma, KPMG partner and
head of the information protection and business resilience services for KPMG
in Europe, Middle East and Africa, describing the provision of auditing and
consulting services to companies in the field of data protection and security
and the importance of certification of cloud services in line with ISO 27001.

large outsourcing projects it’s good
that we have the parent company in
the background. Mobile, landline – we
have the capacities and the knowledge
in-house. It’s easy.’
T-Systems appealed to Schlombs
because it has an international
footprint and is a key player in IT and
telecoms. He enjoys the fast pace,
with new developments and products
launched practically every quarter.
He says it’s what sets the industry
apart from others such as automotive
and pharma where R&D can last a
couple of years before a new product
is launched. ‘You have to be very
proactive in this environment,’ he
says. ‘You have to anticipate changes
because everything is evolving so fast.
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VP for finance and deal costing with
T-Systems International in Bonn,
Germany.

2010–12

Commercial management/M&A with
T-Systems International in Frankfurt,
Germany.

So from an accounting perspective you
have to be at the forefront of activities
and change.’
Schlombs stresses that accounting
can help shape such developments in
real time. ‘If you’ve got a new standard
coming up, it can have an impact on
the business because accounting is
now dictating a certain format of how
to account for financial transactions.
For instance, if you want to adhere to
your key performance indicators, you
may need to change some contractual
arrangements with your customers.’
His day-to-day job with T-Systems is
to pursue outsourcing opportunities as
well as M&A opportunities for external
and organic growth. He assesses the
financial viability of a business case,
ensuring it satisfies the customer’s
needs and generates sufficient margin
for T-Systems.
These days there are no easy wins,
he says. Telecoms has become a very
competitive market and this has raised
the pressure on margins. At the same
time the fallout from the financial
crisis has induced many companies to
reassess their IT portfolios in order to
enhance efficiency and this is driving
customer demand for new IT trends
and solutions.
This trend has especially led
companies to consider benefits offered
by cloud computing solutions, which is
a key strength of T-Systems. Schlombs

says: ‘Cloud technology is not brand
new but it’s definitely booming. There
are thousands of apps you install using
the cloud connectivity parameters. We
haven’t reached the peak yet.’
According to a study of 400 German
small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) released last year by Parallels,
demand for cloud services in Germany
will grow at an average 17% a year
until 2015, raising market volume to
€2.3bn in just three years. And the
overall IT sector is set to expand too.

An accounting challenge
‘From an accounting perspective
the development stages of new
products are always challenging,’
says Schlombs. ‘You have certain
accounting standards to assess
whether they are capable of
capitalising on the balance sheet. If
the feasibility study is positive and
you go ahead with, for instance, a new
cloud product you could potentially
capitalise some of your development
cost on the balance sheet and then
amortise over the future and the
lifetime of the product. And since
we are in a cloud environment at the
moment, developing massive products,
the feasibility assessment is an
accounting challenge.’
Given the rapid development of
the cloud and apps, connectivity
is increasingly important. And

2000–2010
Worked for KPMG in Hamburg
(Germany), Birmingham (UK), Perth
(Australia) and Frankfurt, focusing
on M&A, financial due diligence,
integration and separation advisory.

2005

Studied as auditor/accountant.

2004

MBA at Cardiff University, Wales.

2000

Gained Diplom-Kaufmann (German
MBA equivalent) at Jena University,
Germany.

although Germany’s infrastructure
and connectivity are already good,
improvements are coming. Schlombs
says: ‘There are huge investment
programmes because we are moving
away from copper cables to fibre
cables. Especially if you want
entertainment packages and video
on demand, live streaming, etc, you
need the right bandwidth.’
4G and broadband ensure the
fast transfer of data but from an
accounting perspective there is a
flipside to the deluge of customer data
that T-Systems is forced to deal with.
Schlombs says: ‘The first stages of
working with a new customer on a new
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project are always challenging because
you’re faced with a data dump. The
first analysis is like combing through a
thick forest. You need to map the data
and make sure you pinpoint what is
really necessary for the business case.’

Cutting a path
He says his ACCA qualifications give
him the skills to get through the forest
by the shortest route. This can be
valuable as clients can struggle to
appreciate how better IT can help them
control costs and maximise profits.
‘They often see IT in terms of “I need
a new server, connective landline, etc”.
But sometimes they’re in the dark over
the full cost of ownership. And that is
our starting point.’
T-Systems helps customers move
services into a cloud. Handheld
devices can access required data via
a T-Systems-operated datacentre. It is
accessible anywhere, any time.
Schlombs says: ‘Data is probably
a lot safer in the cloud than on your
own device. For instance, if you use a
wireless LAN or you’re talking on the
phone, your locally stored data is open
to attack to a degree. But if you store
it centrally in the cloud and somebody
hacks your mobile device, they won’t
find anything because the data is stored
safely in a cloud datacentre. And to get
to the cloud data in the datacentre is
like breaking into Fort Knox.’
He adds that the cloud makes his
own job easier. With a hand-held
device, he can access company
reports, for instance. ‘This is why the
focus on accounting has been growing
in recent years because the numbers
are there and they are instantly
available to management, which makes
it easier for managers to control and
steer the company.’
With such change happening now,
how will accounting look in 10 years’
time? Schlombs thinks the revolution
has already happened and progress will
become more incremental: ‘Maybe it

The tips
*

‘An international focus is
crucial in IT these days, so I would
recommend the ACCA Qualification.
It gives you the perfect combination
of management and technical skills
against an international backdrop
and prepares you for a competitive
and global business environment.’

‘CLIENTS OFTEN THINK
OF IT IN TERMS OF A
NEW SERVER AND ARE
SOMETIMES IN THE
DARK OVER THE FULL
COST OF IT OWNERSHIP’

*

‘If you are working in an
international IT environment, ACCA
skills and a firm grip of the IFRS
accounting rules will open doors
for you from Perth in Scotland to
Perth in Australia.’

*

‘You’ve got to be proactive,
flexible, fully wired and in constant
discussion mode. You are on a
partner level with the business
and are assessing balance sheet
positions, P&L, capex, opex and
cashflow on a daily basis and in
discussions with business partners.’

*

‘It’s important to anticipate
change, prepare for it and give
the company fair warning if any
procedures need to be changed.
In dealing with customers it’s
vital to pinpoint which data really
matters – you need to be able to
filter fast and efficiently to get
through the difficult first stages
of a new IT project.’

will become even more integrated and
on time. But the actual paradigm shift
has already been achieved because we
are in an IT environment now. Things
may get more effective, smarter, faster.
Maybe your key performance indicators
and measuring tools might become
more precise, but it will be within the
existing boundaries.’
Neil King, journalist based in Bonn

The basics
T-SYSTEMS

The company was set up in 2000 as
a subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom.
It operates information and
communication technology
(ICT) systems for multinational
corporations and public sector
institutions, serving customers
such as Daimler, Volkswagen,
Royal Dutch Shell, BP, Philips,
MAN, Airbus and E.ON.
It is the largest IT services
company in Germany and one of
the largest in Europe.
Currently it employs 48,200
people and has offices in 20
countries.
It generated revenue of around
€9.2bn in the 2011 financial year.
It was awarded the international
Superbrands title for ‘its consistent,
sustainable brand management’ in
2005, 2010 and 2012.
Company headquarters are
Hahnstraße 43d, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany.
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CHINA GROWS
THE WORLD
China’s ‘going global’ policy is providing an
investment-hungry global economy with
much-needed capital injections. The country’s
overseas acquisitions have expanded so rapidly
that 400,000 US workers alone are predicted to
be on Chinese payrolls by 2020
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China booms: with
state-owned oil
company CNOOC’s
recent US$15bn
acquisition of Canada’s
Nexen, China’s foreign
economy is as vibrant
as its domestic scene,
where developments
include Wanda Plaza
commercial centre
(opposite) in Fuzhou

B

ig spenders aren’t always
popular, especially when they
are nations with a taste for
foreign assets. In the 1960s
French journalists and politicians
warned that US multinationals were
buying up the world. Japan became
the target of global animosity in the
1980s when its companies splurged
on overseas acquisitions, including
New York’s iconic Rockefeller Center.
Now it is China’s turn. Over the
past decade the Middle Kingdom
has shot from nowhere in the league
tables of global investors to one of
the top spots. Last year the nation
pumped a record US$88bn into foreign
ventures, according to the Heritage
Foundation, a seven-fold increase on
2005 when China first announced a
policy of ‘going global’. That looks set
to put China second only to the US in
the worldwide rankings. As we went
to press, it had also just completed
its biggest foreign takeover ever, with
giant state-owned oil company CNOOC
acquiring Canadian oil company Nexen
for US$15bn.
Not surprisingly this burst of
spending from China has provoked
some nervousness. A poll showed that
seven in 10 Canadians had wanted
their government to veto CNOOC’s
acquisition of Canadian oil. Some

US politicians also worry that China
is seeking to gain privileged access
to natural resources and technology
– to the detriment of other nations.
Even small purchases, such as the
US$257m bid by China’s Wanxiang for
a US lithium battery maker, are subject
to intense scrutiny by wary politicians.
But as with worries about investment
by Japan, many economists believe
such fears over China are overdone.
In fact, like most capital infusions,
Chinese investment is overwhelmingly

that, far from being motivated by
profit, such investments are intended
to boost the nation’s political and
diplomatic power. The Canadian prime
minister Stephen Harper recently
declared that state-owned buyers
would face extra scepticism. ‘To be
blunt, Canadians have not spent
years reducing the ownership of
sectors of the economy by our own
governments only to see them bought
and controlled by foreign governments
instead,’ he said in December. While

‘NATIONS THAT ALLOW JINGOISM TO GET IN
THE WAY OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT
WILL BE SHOOTING THEMSELVES IN THE FOOT’
positive for the recipients, creating
jobs, boosting growth and possibly
helping to lower the price of energy
and minerals across the globe. The real
danger is that economic nationalism
will slow down the precious flow of
capital from China.

Role of the state
In recent years one of the main
concerns about China’s spending spree
is that it has been led by governmentcontrolled companies. Critics say

approving CNOOC’s purchase of
Nexen, he warned that other state
bids would be approved only in
‘exceptional circumstances’.
This policy could prove a costly
mistake, according to investment
expert Karl Sauvant of Columbia
University. He says: ‘State-owned
companies have been buying up assets
abroad for decades with no sinister
effects. In China these companies
are generally allowed to run on sound
commercial principles.’
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Constructing Africa’s infrastructure: Chinese workers busy on a water supply system in
Lusaka, Zambia, that will provide clean, drinkable water for 120,000 local people

In fact, the biggest state investors
are not from China. Topping the
rankings is French utility company EDF,
which employs 55,000 foreign citizens
and derives about US$33bn of its
revenues from abroad. The next largest
state investors are Sweden’s utility
Vattenfall and Norway’s Statoil. ‘There
is nothing wrong with state-owned
investors in principle,’ says Sauvant.

Deep pockets
In making life harder for China’s
state-owned companies, Western
nations also risk missing out on some
lucrative opportunities. ‘Around twothirds of the cash value of China’s
outbound investment still comes from
the state-owned enterprises,’ says
Thilo Hanemann, research director of
Rhodium Group, a consultancy with
offices in the US, China and India.
‘These companies have deep pockets.’
China’s 59 listed state-controlled
companies have a total of US$167bn
of cash on their balance sheets and
the capacity to borrow far more. This
gives them the financial firepower to
pay handsome premiums to investors
– 61% more than the undisturbed
market value of Nexen.
State titans also have the funds
to invest in boosting the output of
companies they have bought. For
investment-hungry nations like Canada,

whose government recently announced
that it needed US$650bn of capital
invested in its natural resources over
the coming decade, China’s state
companies offer a valuable source of
finance. ‘With such a huge need for
money, Canada can ill afford to turn
itscaption
nose up
style
at state-owned investors,’
says Phil Weiss, an analyst at Argus
Research in New York. ‘After all, these
are the most likely buyers.’
Scaremongers also exaggerate the
strategic power that China gains when
it buys resources overseas. ‘The notion
that a nation gives up sovereignty by
allowing such investment is entirely
mistaken,’ says Mark Williams, top
China expert at consultancy Capital
Economics. ‘In the unlikely event
of a global shortage, Canada or the
US would be able to stop or restrict
exports of oil and other minerals. In
extreme circumstances they could even
nationalise Chinese assets. So they
have not totally surrendered control.’
In fact, the whole world benefits from
lower prices when these state titans
plough money into boosting the output
of energy and minerals, says Nick
Lardy, an economist at the Peterson
Institute in Washington. He explains:
‘Once China gets ownership of these
resources, the oil, gas or minerals go
to the open market in most cases; they
are not usually funnelled directly back

to China and taken off the market.
And since Chinese investment boosts
the global supply, the nation is helping
lower prices for the world.’
Meanwhile, there is far more to
Chinese investment than just state
money. While much of the cash still
comes from the government, China’s
non-state companies account for
two-thirds of the nation’s foreign
purchases. ‘Much of the momentum is
now coming from the market economy,’
says Hanemann. ‘Chinese companies
have been eager to diversify away from
the purely domestic market, and have
been pumping money into sectors
from entertainment and software to
industrial machinery.’

Jobs motor
This is likely to have ever more
beneficial effects for recipient
countries. Struggling European
economies are especially in need of
outside capital. So far, China’s foreign
subsidiaries already support 45,000
jobs in Europe, according to Rhodium,
and the figure is rising fast. In the
US, Rhodium believes that Chinese
companies – which currently have
27,000 US workers on their payrolls –
could employ up to 400,000 by 2020.
Investment by the Middle Kingdom
can deliver an even more powerful
boost to the smaller economies of
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Christopher Alkan, journalist
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In addition, there is strong evidence
that most Africans are happy with
China’s presence. A Pew Research
Center poll in 2007 showed that
86% of people surveyed in Senegal
believed China’s involvement in
their country helped make things
better. Only 56% felt the same way
about the US. Meanwhile in Kenya,
91% believed China’s influence was
positive. ‘China has been an engine for
growth in Africa,’ says Moyo. ‘China’s
focus on investment and trade has
been more effective at raising living
standards than the failed aid policies
of the West.’
Nor is China’s contribution to Africa
confined to cash. China has helped
beef up the continent’s infrastructure
by building roads and electric
generation networks.
Overall, most economists believe
China’s going global policy should
be celebrated rather than feared.
‘There is still a lot of irrational
nationalism over foreign direct
investment,’ says Sauvant. ‘In fact,
allowing foreign ownership usually
creates employment, boosts economic
growth and increases access to
international markets. China is no
exception to this. Nations that allow
jingoism to get in the way will be
shooting themselves in the foot.’
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sub-Saharan Africa. China has been
the biggest investor in the region over
recent years, according to Heritage
Foundation data. Yet even this spending
has come under attack. One criticism
has been that Chinese investment
creates little work for Africans, since
most of the workers are brought in
from China.
This accusation is unfair, says
Dambisa Moyo, a former World Bank
and Goldman Sach consultant and
author of Winner Take All: The Race for
the World’s Resources. In Zambia, for
example, Chinese projects employ 13
domestic workers for every one of their
own nationals.

GLOBAL
$21 TRILLION

Stock of foreign assets held by selected nations at end of 2011, according to UNCTAD

*A LONG WAY TO GO

China may have had a record-breaking year of investing abroad but experts say it
is premature to worry about the nation becoming too powerful in foreign markets.
Even after a US$88bn splurge in 2012, China’s total stock of foreign assets
still amounts to no more than around US$450bn. That is still barely 2% of the
value of assets held by foreigners, according to figures from UNCTAD, the UN
trade and development agency. ‘That doesn’t seem excessive for the world’s
second largest economy,’ says Nick Lardy of the Peterson Institute.
Many smaller economies own a larger chunk of global assets, as the graphic
above shows. For example, Singapore, the 41st largest economy in terms of
global GDP, owned US$339bn worth of overseas assets at the end of 2011.
Germany, which ranks fourth, owned foreign investments worth US$1.4 trillion
– three times more than China. And the US owned foreign assets valued at
US$4.5 trillion – 10 times more than China’s stock of foreign investments.
‘We don’t need to fret about China buying up the world,’ says the Heritage
Foundation’s Asia expert Derek Scissors. ‘They have a long way to go before we
need to start talking about that.’
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BITTER PILL

The law that will soon force all larger companies operating in the US to offer all full-time
staff a health insurance plan adds a further layer of complexity to business operations

B

ritain has a national health
service. America’s answer
is a corporate healthcare
service in which most citizens
get medical insurance through their
employer. Despite the system’s many
drawbacks, President Barack Obama’s
Affordable Care Act will set it in stone.
For most of the modern period,
companies saw offering healthcare
coverage to employees as an optional
perk as a way of winning over the best
workers. Come 1 January 2014, when
the new law comes into full effect, large
employers must offer coverage or face
a hefty tax penalty.
Most companies have been dreading
the implementation of Obamacare,
as the law has been dubbed. Jeff
Saviano, global director of indirect,
state and local tax for Ernst & Young,
says: ‘This is not just a law that affects
what health insurance companies offer.
Even companies with great healthcare
schemes will need to collect and hand
over a great deal of information. It
will take many departments working
together to prepare for this.’

Unprepared
The first challenge is one of timing.
The healthcare act was the big
achievement of Obama’s first term,
passed back in March 2010. So in
theory companies have had nearly
four years to prepare for it. In reality
many companies were unsure whether
the act would survive. Opponents took
their case all the way to the Supreme
Court, which only gave Obamacare the
green light in June 2012. Even then
Republican US presidential candidate
Mitt Romney said he would repeal it if
elected last year.

‘As a result, it is only really over
the past few months that employers
have really resigned themselves to
implementing this law,’ says Judith
Solomon, the health policy director
for the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, a think-tank in Washington.
‘That does not leave much time for
implementation considering the
complexity of the regulations.’

but to work with it. The Affordable
Care Act further formalises the role
of companies in providing health
insurance. After 1 January 2014
large companies that fail to provide
affordable and minimum quality
coverage will be penalised. ‘The act
gives corporate health insurance the
air of a public requirement,’ says
Gary Claxton, a scholar at the Kaiser

‘THIS WILL BE A HOT POTATO WITHIN MANY
COMPANIES. SOME COMPANIES MAY NOT EVEN BE
ABLE TO FIND THE POTATO’
Employers are at the heart of the US
healthcare system. Currently almost
60% of citizens under retirement age
are provided with healthcare insurance
by their employer. During World War
II Uncle Sam placed restrictions on
salary increases for Americans, so
many companies started to offer fringe
benefits such as healthcare to retain
skilled workers and attract new staff.
The system was given another boost
in 1943 when employer contributions
to healthcare were made tax-free.
Individuals paying privately for
insurance were not entitled to a similar
tax privilege.
Among the many problems with
this employer-centric system is that
it blinds citizens to the true cost of
their healthcare, and many blame it for
over-consumption and spiralling costs.
Workers also lose their healthcare if
they lose their job, and it has become a
bureaucratic burden for companies.
Still, the system has become
so entrenched that the Obama
administration had no alternative

Family Foundation and a former deputy
assistant secretary for health policy at
the US Department of Health. ‘That
means far more public scrutiny and
degree of stigma for those who don’t
offer coverage.’
The law applies to any employer – US
or foreign-controlled – with more than
50 full-time staff or equivalent parttime staff. Even charities and other
non-profit organisations not subject to
income tax have to comply. Nor can
companies escape the law by counting
each subsidiary as a separate entity –
workforce size is based on the overall
size of the parent or controlling group.
While most companies would
consider an employee full-time only if
they worked at least 40 hours a week,
the act considers an employee to be
full-time if they put in more than 30
hours a week over the course of a
month – a total of 130 hours a month,
or the equivalent of working between
9am and 3pm. This is a headache for
companies – particularly in the retail
and hospitality sectors – with large

Top: President Obama defends his
expansion of the US healthcare system,
turning employee health insurance from
an optional perk into a compulsory benefit

Above: Obamacare has been attacked for
its potential to add hugely to government
spending as well as for compelling
Americans to buy health insurance

numbers of lower paid staff, whose
schedules are hard to predict over the
course of a year. Some shopworkers
might qualify for insurance one month
and not the next.
‘For companies that have a lot of
seasonal workers this can be really
hard to track,’ says Saviano. ‘This
calculation could end up causing a lot
of heartburn.’ Thankfully, employers
will be given a certain period of time
to judge the hours that an individual
is working if they are in a grey zone
between full and part-time.
Having figured out whether the
act applies to their organisation,
companies need to calculate what
to offer. They are obliged to offer
insurance only to full-time employees
and their dependants; this covers any
children, including foster children, but
not spouses. The law also requires
the insurance to be affordable and
of minimum value. In terms of
affordability, the insurance premium
should not cost workers more than
9.5% of their household income. In
terms of minimum value, employers
must foot the bill for at least 60% of
the cost of benefits.
The company’s responsibility does
not end there. Since all Americans
will be required to buy some form of
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coverage, workers whose employers
have not offered coverage will have to
seek an alternative. At this point they
can turn to health insurance exchanges
(forums that each state must set
up) that will provide a market where
insurers can offer their wares. The
exchanges will also assess whether
individuals qualify for government
assistance in buying coverage – a
premium tax credit. To do so a worker
must earn between 100% and 400%
of the national minimum wage (at
present US$11,000 a year). They must
also work for an employer either not
offering insurance or whose policies
do not meet the affordability and
quality standards.

Punitive
If a company does not offer coverage,
all it will take is a single employee
qualifying for this tax credit at an
exchange to land them with an extra
tax bill. This bill will be equivalent to
$2,000 for each full-time employee
that works at the company – a
potentially formidable penalty. Where a
company does offer insurance but does
not meet the quality or affordability
standard, the tax is equal to $3,000
for each employee who qualifies for the
credit or $2,000 for the total number
of full-time staff – whichever is the
lesser amount.
Since it is these exchanges that will
trigger penalty taxes, companies need
to ensure that they properly manage
their communications with these
bodies. Once an employee goes to an
exchange and claims that a company’s
coverage is sub-par, the exchange will
contact the employer to verify this.
Companies will then have 90 days
to challenge any claim they are not
offering adequate coverage.
‘Companies may get data from
multiple exchanges since every state
will have one,’ says Helen Morrison,
a principal at Ernst & Young and a
former official at the US Treasury.
Handling notices from the exchanges
might not be easy. There will be 50
exchanges and some employers will
have multiple locations. ‘This will be
a hot potato within many companies,’

The reform of health
insurance was a
major feature of the
US presidential
election campaign
last year

*COMPLIANCE Q&A

Q What is the deadline?
A Employers must comply with the
new law by 1 January 2014.

wage qualifies for a premium tax credit
when buying their own health cover.

Q What is full time?
A Over 30 hours a week per month:
130 hours a month for a year.

Q What is the penalty?
A If an employer fails to offer minimum
coverage, the tax is $2,000 multiplied
by the number of full-time employees.
Alternatively, if the company offers
coverage that is unaffordable or
below a certain value, it must pay the
lesser of $3,000 times the number
of employees getting state assistance
with premiums or $2,000 times the
total number of full-time employees.

Q When constitutes non-compliance?
A If at least one of the business’s
employees with an income between
100% and 400% of the minimum

Q What is affordability and value?
A Premiums may not cost over 9.5% of
household income and a plan must pay
for at least 60% of the cost of benefits.

Q Who does it apply to?
A Employers with 50 or more fulltime workers – or the equivalent
in part-time staff – must offer
coverage to these employees and
their dependants.

says Saviano. ‘Some companies may
not even be able to find the potato.’
The upshot is that this complicated
law will put additional requirements
on companies to collect and interpret
data about their employees. For many
organisations this may require new
systems and IT processes, Ernst &
Young warns. Employers will have
to monitor communications with a
host of insurance exchanges. ‘Many
parts of an organisation will need to

be mobilised to cope with these new
pressures,’ warns Saviano.
The healthcare law is likely to have
many positive effects. Most notably it
will help ensure coverage for many of
the near 50 million Americans who lack
insurance. But it will also add another
layer of complexity and regulation for
companies operating in the US.
Christopher Alkan, journalist based in
New York
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Floreat Etona: former Eton boy Prince
Harry at his school, which benefits
measurably from charitable donations

GIVE US A BREAK

Do tax breaks for donations to charity offer society value for money? Or do they have
little effect in stimulating giving and just divert precious tax dollars to dubious projects?

W

hen it comes to a political
battle, charities can teach
armies a thing or two.
While governments in
both the UK and the US have pushed
through cuts in military expenditure,
both have so far failed to make the
tiniest dent in charities’ tax privileges.
US charities have spent over
US$20m in recent years campaigning
against President Barack Obama plans
to trim their tax breaks. So far they
have succeeded. And British chancellor
George Osborne was also forced to
retreat on equally modest reductions.
But although they have won the
latest round, charities may face
further fights in coming years. As both
the US and the UK struggle to curb
government borrowing, all tax breaks
look vulnerable. The privileges given
to the charitable sector are especially
generous. In the UK they cost the
exchequer up to £3.6bn a year while
Uncle Sam takes a hit of around
$40bn and rising. Many fiscal experts
question whether the benefits to
society are worth such a hefty tax loss.

Bob Williams, a fiscal expert at the
Urban Institute in Washington DC,
says: ‘A good case can be made that
the current charitable deductions
are bad value for society. The rich
get a much better tax deal when they
donate and much of the money goes
to elite academic institutions like Yale
or pastimes of the wealthy like the
opera. There is much that could be
rationalised here.’
Outside the Anglo-Saxon world
there are signs that other nations are
reconsidering the merits of charitable
tax breaks. Slovakia and Hungary have
both ended philanthropic tax relief.
Sweden, one of the world’s most
generous foreign aid donors, offers no
breaks at all for giving. Many Swedes
think that democratic states rather
than wealthy individuals should decide
which causes get public backing.

Do they work?
The first question is whether tax breaks
actually make citizens more generous.
At first blush the answer seems selfevident. An Indiana University survey

in 2010 suggested that more than twothirds of rich donors would give less if
tax deductions for charitable donations
were removed. Even modest limits to
the deduction could reduce donations
by US$7bn a year, from around
$218bn in 2011, according to a study
by Harvard University. Take away those
tax breaks altogether and donations
could drop by around a third, the
research calculated.
But if tax breaks really made
people more bounteous, you would
expect giving to fall as the value of tax
benefits declined and vice versa. Yet
there is no evidence that this happens.
For example, in the 1960s the top
rate of US income tax was 91%, so a
charitable gift of US$1 cost wealthy
taxpayers just nine cents. By 2013,
with a 40% top rate, a US$1 donation
now costs 60 cents, yet donations
have not declined. Instead they have
remained remarkably steady at 2% of
income for several decades. ‘There is
not compelling proof that the tax break
leads people to donate more,’ says Dan
Mitchell, a scholar at the Cato Institute.
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*GIVING GLOBALLY
Money donation rankings:

79%
76%
73%
72%
71%
71%
70%
66%
66%
64%
64%
57%

IRELAND
AUSTRALIA
NETHERLANDS
UK
INDONESIA
THAILAND
DENMARK
NEW ZEALAND
MALTA
HONG KONG
CANADA
US

Source: Charities Aid Foundation,
World Giving Index 2012 (% of
respondents saying they donated
money in month prior to survey)

A cross-country comparison lends
weight to this argument. France has
one of the world’s most lavish credits,
allowing individuals to deduct between
66% and 75% of a bequest from their
tax bill. Yet a study of 12 nations by
the UK’s Charities Aid Foundation
found that the French donated
the smallest share of their gross
domestic product to charity. Levels
of giving were greater in Ireland, the
Netherlands and Germany, all countries
with less generous tax breaks. Nor did
levels of giving rise notably in France
after the credit rose in the mid-1990s.

Even if it is accepted that tax breaks
persuade citizens to give more, not
everyone agrees that individuals are
better at selecting how money should
be spent than democratic governments.
Mitchell says: ‘The tax deduction
means that I get to say that taxpayers
as a group will join me in contributing
resources to my favourite charity. In
fact, many will totally disagree with how
this money is being spent.’
For a start, only a fraction of giving
actually goes to causes that most
people would view as charities. In
the US just 7.5% of donations go
to organisations aimed at providing
food, shelter or other necessities,
according to a study by the Center on
Philanthropy at Indiana University.

Evangelical finance
A whopping 40% of donations go to
religious organisations, according
to the same study. Much of this is
devoted towards winning converts.
The largest religious beneficiary of US
private giving in 2010 was the Campus
Crusade for Christ, which garnered
donations of around $500m.
Many taxpayers might balk at
sacrificing public revenues to fund
evangelising. Religious donations may
well be regarded as club membership
fees rather than altruism.
Another worry is that charity money
is funnelled towards projects that
benefit the rich. English fee-paying
school Eton, which has educated more
than a dozen UK prime ministers
and members of the royal family, is
a charity. Graduates of Ivy League
universities in the US can also make
tax-deductible donations to the likes
of Harvard, which has a US$32bn
endowment. Pastimes most typically
enjoyed by the well-heeled, such as the
opera, are similarly advantaged.

** CAPPING ATTEMPTS
*

‘The benefits from contributions to
these causes are certainly not going
equally to all social classes,’ says
Professor Charles Clotfelter, an expert
on charitable giving at Duke University
in North Carolina. ‘The fact that income
taxes ratchet as earnings increase
means the rich pay less to give away
every dollar. It is no surprise that much
of the charitable sector is slanted
towards the interests of the rich.’
The system could be made more
equitable and less costly. The recent
UK and US efforts to cap deductions
have not garnered much public
support. An alternative might be to
reward only exceptional generosity.
Since the average donation in the US
is around 2% of income, tax breaks
could be limited to those who donate
more than this, according to Richard
Thaler, an economist at the University
of Chicago. That would save money
without lowering the upper limit for
ultra-generous donors.

Poor causes
Another option is to restrict the
activities that can benefit from tax
breaks, an approach that Australia
has been exploring. Williams says:
‘There is no reason why donations to
build football stadiums for universities
should be tax-advantaged. It is not part
of the core academic mission.’
Charities command a lot of public
sympathy – hence the difficulty in
imposing even minor curbs on their tax
privileges. But fiscal experts worry that
the current system does not always
provide the maximum benefit to the
public. Although their reform proposals
have not prospered, the UK and US
governments may well try again.
Christopher Alkan, journalist based in
New York

In May 2012 the British Treasury backed away from proposals to put a cap
on tax relief for charitable donations, limiting it to 25% of income or
£50,000, whichever is greater.
President Obama has proposed capping the value of deductions to 28%.
Currently the value of deductions is 39.6% for top earners.
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ROOTING OUT RIGGING

Fears of widespread match-fixing by organised crime syndicates have spurred sports
regulators and law enforcement agencies to up their game against rigged results

S

ports regulators, police and
other players in the emerging
global scandal over matchfixing and other forms of
bribery, fraud and corruption need
more dedicated accounting skills
in-house to prevent, detect and
prosecute offences. That’s the view
of Dr Graham Brooks, a leading
independent analyst of sports crime
and senior lecturer at the Institute of
Criminal Justice Studies (ICJS) at the
University of Portsmouth, in England.
‘Sporting institutions are behind the
curve and need specialists including
people trained in forensic accounting
within them,’ he says.
Brooks is among numerous financial
and law enforcement professionals
concerned about the problems faced
by sports regulators such as the Union
of European Football Associations
(UEFA), the Fédération Internationale
de Football Association (FIFA), the
International Olympic Committee (IOC)
and the International Cricket Council
(ICC) as big money flows into sport
through sponsorship, TV rights and
betting (illegal, legal and online).
Brooks believes that large sports
organisations focus too much on
generating commercial revenue and too
little on the integrity of their sports.

Organised crime
His championing of financial experts
in professional sport follows recent
revelations by EU law enforcement
coordinating agency Europol after
spending 18 months with police
teams from five European countries
investigating a criminal network fixing
football matches around the world.
It concluded that an organised crime

syndicate with roots in Singapore had
generated more than €8m in betting
profits and made over €2m in corrupt
payments; 14 people have already been
convicted and sentenced to a total of
39 years in prison.
Speaking at the agency’s Dutch
HQ in February, Europol director Rob
Wainwright said it highlighted ‘a big
problem for the integrity of football
in Europe’ as well as globally. ‘This is
match-fixing activity on a scale that
we’ve not seen before.’
Brooks says that many legal betting
organisations have a vested interest in
sports being ‘clean’ as people will not
bet if they think there is widespread
rigging of results. These companies
have the experience and systems to
detect unusual betting patterns. ‘They
report this but the sports authorities
are just too slow or incompetent, or do
not have the right people in place to
deal with it,’ says Brooks.
‘When something goes wrong,
the police are called in, but by then
they are chasing the money and it’s
disappeared.’
Studies by Brooks and others
suggest limited capacity and
propensity on the part of police in
the UK to investigate fraud allegations
because they focus on key performance
indicators of local concern, which
might not include sports fraud.
‘So in the UK you have a lack of
focus from the sporting institutions
and limited capability within the police
to deal with this problem,’ Brooks
says. ‘It’s an organised crime
syndicate’s dream.’
Legal betting is only part of the
picture. Various sources including FIFA
cite the estimated size of the global

Seeing red: Pakistanis burn posters of
cricketers Salman Butt and Mohammad
Asif, who were jailed for their part in fixing
a Test match against England in 2010
sports betting market at between
US$350bn and US$400bn a year. And
IOC president Jacques Rogge claims
that US$140bn of this is illegal. Most
such wagers are in cash, which is hard
to follow without the help of informants
and confessions by offenders.

Net tightens
Despite the difficulties, sports and
betting company directors need to
be concerned about their personal
exposure to these problems. There
is the threat of jail and fines for
offences variously defined as cheating,
corruption, fraud, giving and receiving
bribes, or failing to report a known or
suspected offence. The international
nature of match-fixing is also driving
cross-border cooperation between
sports regulators and law enforcement
agencies. The net is tightening.
A 2012 European Commission
survey Match-fixing in sport: a mapping
of criminal law provisions in EU 27
summarised offences and penalties for
match-fixing in the EU. The practice
is criminalised in all EU states but
there is a lack of consistency. At one
extreme, sports fraudsters in Germany
and Greece can be jailed for up to
10 years. In the UK, a slew of laws
provide for fines and jail sentences
from a few months to seven years and
upwards depending on the gravity
of the offence. At the other extreme,
sports fraud in Italy is punishable by a
maximum of two years in jail and fines
of less than €5,000.
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‘YOU HAVE A LACK OF FOCUS FROM THE SPORTING
INSTITUTIONS AND LIMITED POLICE CAPABILITY. IT’S
AN ORGANISED CRIME SYNDICATE’S DREAM’
Political will is strengthening. In
its Nicosia Declaration in September
2012, the EU, the European
Commission and others declared
match-fixing ‘one of the most serious
threats to contemporary sport’. It
called for ‘dissuasive, effective and
proportionate sanctions, including
criminal and disciplinary sanctions’ to
be put in place and enforced.
It also called on member states to
prioritise the prosecution of serious
match-fixing cases, particularly those
with cross-border implications, and
noted a need for ‘urgent, concerted,
and coordinated efforts from public
authorities, the sport movement and
betting operators’.
The European Commission is

drafting formal guidance on best
practice for preventing and combatting
betting-related match fixing in 2014.
Brussels has stressed it will continually
assess whether actions taken at
national level provide an adequate EU
framework for online gambling or if
additional measures will need to be
taken at EU level.

Money laundering
The EU is currently debating a fourth
anti-money laundering directive and
there are suggestions that the reformed
law could extend to sports betting
organisations, with the specific aim
of identifying bettors. Sports betting
legislation is currently regulated on a
national rather than an EU basis.

Identifying who gains could be vital
in addressing a major problem: the
difficulty of proving that a game has
been thrown or that individual players
have rigged results rather than just
having had a bad day on the pitch.
Meanwhile, the Council of Europe
(an organisation that pre-dates the
EU and promotes co-operation on
human rights and legal standards) is
awaiting delivery of a draft convention
on the manipulation of sports results.
When the draft appears, the Council
will decide whether to finalise it as a
political convention or make it a nonbinding legal instrument.
In another sign of the times,
international police coordinating
agency Interpol along with FIFA,
UEFA and the Italian ministry of the
interior hosted 200 delegates from
50 countries at a conference in Rome
in January to discuss prevention and
investigation of football match-fixing.
The gathering also included officials
from other international organisations,
national football associations, players
and referee representatives, betting
organisations, gambling regulatory
authorities and law enforcement.
After the conference, John Abbott,
steering group chairman for an InterpolFIFA initiative on corruption in football,
said: ‘We got very common agreement
on the way forward and the importance
of tackling match-fixing more effectively
from now and into the future.’ Concrete
steps have yet to be agreed, but Interpol
and FIFA plan a rolling series of events
to raise awareness and make more
detailed plans.
An Asian version of the conference,
held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
followed in February. Yet with so many
vested interests and little joinedup thinking to date, truly effective
and speedy change may involve
the unthinkable, warns Brooks: ‘It
may take a Lehman Brothers of the
sporting world – a big-name football
club to go under – before people wake
up and say something’s amiss here.’
Robert Stokes, journalist
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Through a glass darkly
[

The weaknesses of the credit ratings system are only too clear, but finding a way to address the conflict of
interest issues without generating new problems is anything but straightforward, says Ramona Dzinkowski

Since the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010,
the US Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) has had a multitude
of objectives aimed at improving
investor security in the US. One of
the most important is to recommend
a better system for rating securities
to eliminate the potential conflict of
interest between issuers and agencies
while also taking measures to possibly
eliminate investor reliance on the
agencies altogether.
The crux of the matter is the issuerpays model, which is used by the vast
majority of credit rating agencies. An
agency is paid by an issuer for rating
its security and the issuer generally
then makes its credit rating publicly
available for free. According to
many observers, this creates an
incentive on the part of the
agencies to issue favourable
ratings or delay possible
downgrades. Ultimately, it’s
seen as one of the many
related problems underlying
the financial crises of 2008.
In its December 2012
report to Congress on
assigned credit ratings, the
SEC reviewed a series of
possible payment options
for the agencies, including
a model proposed by
Congress whereby the SEC
acts as middleman between
issuer and agency. In other
words, securities issuers will no
longer be able to select their own
rating agencies.
The possible outcome of such
a system has been the subject of
much debate. For some, removing
the choice of agency is a simple
solution to the conflict of interest
problem. However, others see it as
a much more complicated issue, an
affront to the free enterprise system

as we know it, and a possible violation
of the First and Fifth Amendments.
Meanwhile, the SEC is a long
way down the road of removing
requirements and references to rating
agencies in its rules in an effort to

eliminate the reliance on external
agencies. The December 2012 SEC
report declares: ‘Reducing reliance on
credit ratings could mitigate conflicts
of interest to the extent that it causes
investors to use factors other than
credit ratings to make investment
decisions. If credit ratings are no longer
used in statutes and regulations to
confer benefits or relief, the incentive
to obtain credit ratings that meet these
requirements should be eliminated.’
For me, taken together, this presents
an intellectual dilemma. On the one
hand, Congress has taken measures
to minimise the reliance on rating
agencies by requiring the SEC to
remove references to them in its rules;
on the other, it proposes to increase
their perceived or ‘endorsed’ credibility
by having the SEC independently
assign agencies to rate new issues.
What is the policy direction here?
Also, there’s the lingering question
of how these assignments would be
made, given the annual SEC review
of the agencies. Would the best
agency win, all the time, resulting
in a preferred agency with
better compliance results being
assigned a greater number of
new issues, on average? Would
this ultimately improve agency
performance, or boost the market
power of one of them in an already
monopolistic industry? In addition, how
many new SEC personnel would be
required to administer the new system
with its potential thousands of new
complex releases every year?
There are still more questions than
answers here. The SEC is currently
organising a public roundtable to invite
discussion from supporters and critics
of the possible alternatives.
Ramona Dzinkowski is an economist
and business journalist

A good MBA cares
for your career
‘The various management practices on the MBA
programme strengthened my effectiveness as
a leader and improved my confidence. I now
communicate with stronger impact with colleagues.
The skills and knowledge are taught in a very relevant
and practical way, so you understand how to apply
them at work to improve your performance.’

Henry Happy Ngabo
financial controller, CARE International

www.accaglobal.com
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China makes the case

[

China’s experience of IFRS convergence
makes a convincing case for other economies,
says ACCA president Barry Cooper

Given China’s increasing influence in the world, not only as
producer but as major consumer, there’s growing interest
in how to do business there. I’ve worked in China on and
off for over 25 years and have been fascinated to see how it
has developed into an economic world power.
With that growth has come some challenges, not least
in the US where the Securities and Exchange Commission
recently raised questions about the ways in which Chinese
companies report their performance. So I was particularly
interested to see some research commissioned by ACCA,
which has looked at the impact of China’s convergence with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and
what it has meant for corporate reporting.
The ACCA report, produced independently by Dr Edward
Lee and Professor Martin Walker of Manchester University,
together with Dr Colin Zeng of the University of Bristol,
shows that IFRS convergence has benefitted the Chinese
economy, by making accounting earnings more informative and
therefore more useful to domestic and international investors.
After examining all Chinese companies listed on the Shanghai
and Shenzhen stock exchanges between 2003 and 2009 the
study found that the value relevance of earnings (the degree
to which changes in reported earnings affect share prices) had
increased following IFRS convergence in 2007, almost certainly
as a result of convergence itself. The research also revealed that
IFRS convergence resulted in better-quality corporate disclosures
only where there were other strong incentives for companies to do so,
such as a high level of dependence on the equity markets for funding.
The findings underline the importance of IFRS as the international
standard for financial reporting, particularly where companies have
legal, governance and commercial incentives to provide high-quality
disclosures. Convergence has undoubtedly worked for China. Other
emerging economies – along with some significant developed ones
yet to converge with IFRS – must now take notice.
To consolidate and build on the benefits of convergence,
the legal and regulatory accounting framework will
need to be enhanced on a continuous basis, which
will provide challenges and opportunities for
all finance professionals.
Professor Barry J Cooper is
head of the School of
Accounting, Economics
and Finance at
Deakin University,
Australia

Corporate

EXCEPTIONALS MAY MISLEAD

Companies that report underlying
earnings figures under International
Financial Reporting Standards
may misrepresent their past and
future earnings when they separate
out exceptional items, warns
Standard & Poor’s. The report, How
Exceptional Accounting Items Can
Create Misleading Earnings Metrics,
argues that scrutinising exceptional
items can give a clearer view of a
company’s financial performance.
‘The separation of exceptional
or special items that companies
consider are one-off or non-recurring
can lead financial statement users
to focus on subjective, adjusted
profit measures, rather than on
the unadjusted figures that the
International Accounting Standards
Board mandates companies to
disclose,’ said Sam Holland,
S&P’s accounting specialist.
Examples include treating recurring
restructuring costs as one-off costs.

Michael Andrew

REPORTING TO HELP RECOVERY

Good corporate reporting will play an
important role in the recovery of the
global financial system, according to
the KPMG study, The future of corporate
reporting: towards a common vision.
‘If there is one point of consensus, it
is that corporate reporting definitely
needs to move on,’ said KPMG’s global
chairman Michael Andrew. ‘It has to
evolve if it is to be fit for purpose in a
rapidly changing world.’ The business
leaders surveyed said that reports need
to be more forward-looking; achieving a
balance between too much information
and too little; and provide more useful
real-time information.
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The view from:
Utilities: Mohammed Aashikkhan,
internal auditor, Qatar Electricity &
Water Company
Q How has the role of internal
audit in the power and water
sectors been changing to
keep pace with economic
developments?
A There’s a greater focus on
performance and risk, alongside
traditional audit concerns like
reporting and compliance. Take
risk: we’ve devised a set of riskbased metrics and responses
that enable us to anticipate, identify and evaluate
financial, regulatory, operational and commercial
risks on a quarterly basis. It’s even more pertinent
for us; power and water projects typically involve
long-range planning and massive capital investment.
Q What are the key characteristics of successful
internal auditors?
A What’s absolutely essential is an ability to
build up trust. You can’t do your job well if you’re
regarded as a policeman; it’s the responsibility
of internal auditors to show how their work helps
colleagues to be more effective and make a greater
contribution to overall corporate performance.
Q How high a priority are global markets?
A We have an ambitious expansion strategy;
acquiring and investing in businesses in
neighbouring countries is critical to our objective
of building a conglomerate with diverse interests,
beyond power generation and water desalination.
We want to be the industry leader throughout
the Middle East, but we’ve also been exploring
opportunities in India, South Korea and Europe.
Q How do you like to relax and recharge?
A I’m a big cricket fan. I watch, compete in a local
team, and enjoy playing the game with my children.
I’ve also become a bit of a Facebook addict.

FAST FACTS

Business: power generation and water desalination
Market share (Qatar): 60% electricity, 70% water
Platts Top 250 global energy company ranking
(2012): 233
Sales (2012): QR4.52bn (£813.6m)
Net profit (2012): QR1.44bn (£263.7m)

35 Corporate The
view from Mohammed
Aashikkhan of Qatar
Electricity & Water
Company; we talk to
Andrey Sukhov of Shell in
Russia, Ukraine and the
Caspian region; calling
time on cybercrime
41 Practice The view
from Ali Arslan Abbas of
PwC, Ontario; India’s new
Companies Bill; trade
boost between the EU and
Japan
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Corporate: The challenge
Shell taps Russia’s rich
reserves of native talent
In the first of an occasional series getting the inside story from
ACCA members on front-line projects, Andrey Sukhov FCCA
discusses IFRS adoption in Russia and the primacy of local talent

When it comes to oil and gas,
few countries can match Russia’s
investment opportunities. In
2012 the country’s oil production
hit 518 million tonnes and the
industry accounts for about half the
government’s revenues. Yet as much
as it is lucrative, the energy business
is also a difficult one to manage – just
ask Andrey Sukhov FCCA. He works
as an upstream business tax manager
for Russia, Ukraine and the Caspian
region with Shell Exploration and
Production Services and knows firsthand the challenges posed by Russia’s
tax sector.
Corruption may be something of a
stereotype for Russia but it is still
rampant. All Shell staff in the region’s
key graft-risk countries – Russia,
Kazakhstan and Ukraine – undergo
special anti-bribery and corruption
training, says Sukhov. Shell is also big
enough to take its disputes with state
authorities to formal institutions such
as law courts rather than pay bribes.
‘The temptation for smaller
companies would be just to settle
because of the opportunity costs of
the litigation process and the relatively
easy way of settling, paying a certain
amount of money,’ Sukhov says.
‘That’s the danger because once you
do that, you stimulate and support
corruption and you’ll never be able to
fight it.’
He adds that the situation does not
seem to be improving. Corruption was
once again a hot topic at the World
Economic Forum in Davos in January
and experts say a solution would
require a complete transformation of
Russia’s social fabric and not just
government institutions.

Tackling corruption requires an
empowered middle class that can voice
its concerns through a free electoral
system, Sukhov says. He adds,
however, that the problem could take
generations to resolve.
‘I’m an optimist,’ he says.’ I believe
that the situation will change for the
better, but I wish the pace of that
change were quicker than it is now.
‘If it’s a matter of the survival of
your business and you have no other
means of support, then you will be in a
much tougher situation. It’s a very
complex area and that’s why corruption
is very difficult to fight.’
On the plus side, there has been
progress on other issues affecting
accountants and other financial
professionals working in Russia. The
country recently started on a
comprehensive implementation of
International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and is expected to
transition fully to the new accounting
system by 2015. This change does not
have much impact on large companies
such as Shell because they are already
using IFRS, but small and mediumsized companies have to catch up if
they want to draw in foreign investors.
The transition to IFRS highlights
Russia’s changing tax priorities. ‘The
old accounting system was not bad but
it served a different purpose,’ says
Sukhov. ‘It was more tuned for fiscal
purposes. It was designed to prepare
tax returns and to tax more efficiently
rather than to help investors make
more informed decisions.’
While the introduction of IFRS to
Russia has not been swift, major
Russian companies have now largely
adopted the standard. One of the key

The tips
*

Don’t be afraid of meeting
people in lower-ranking positions.
‘Meeting subordinates or their
bosses gives you the full spectrum.’

*

When meeting Russian business
executives, have a specific goal
in mind and then find an area of
mutual agreement where both
parties can see the benefits.

*

For a working environment
where people can flourish and
uncover their potential, delegate
and don’t micromanage your team.

*
*

Be open to discussion with
Russians. ‘You will be surprised how
many things we have in common.’
In your spare time, travel
outside Moscow to discover the
country. ‘Do not trust what people
say unless you’ve seen it with your
own eyes.’
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‘IT’S NOT ONLY TAX
MANAGEMENT. YOU SHOULD
BE GENUINELY INTERESTED
IN WHAT PEOPLE’S VIEWS
AND ASPIRATIONS ARE’

motivators has been their need to bring
in foreign investment and to stop being
indecipherable ‘black boxes’, says
Sukhov. However, Sukhov warns that
there is no guarantee that all local
companies will make the switch to IFRS
promptly: ‘Sometimes company heads
decide they will restrict themselves to
operating just on the Russian market
so they do not invest in the change.
They limit their opportunities.’
There used to be concerns that
Russia would not have enough
accountants with IFRS expertise, but
Sukhov says that even older
generations are adapting to the change.
He adds that tax specialists in Russia
increasingly appreciate the value of
international organisations and some
pay for their own training to add to
their university degrees.
‘They understand that it will increase
their market value in terms of looking
for a job,’ he says. ‘We appreciate that.
We really like job applications from

ACCA students or ACCA qualifieds
because it tells us of the quality and
the mental attitude of that person to
education and to the profession.’
Sukhov says that while it was difficult
to find good tax specialists 15 years
ago, most universities and institutes
have accountancy departments now.
The supply of accountants has grown,
and now the challenge is to find good
accountants with a good education.
Shell finds most of its tax specialists
through internal selection, and the
team that emerges from this process is
all local. Russians tend to get priority
as entry position hires at Shell because
fluent Russian is required to
communicate with the tax authorities.
The subsequent promotion of these
employees also promotes loyalty to the
company, Sukhov says.
He appreciates the value of a local
team and personally participates in
recruiting the ‘best and brightest’ in
Russia to work for the multinational

company – even if that requires him to
conduct 20 to 25 interviews to find one
suitable candidate. Candidates are
tested on their technical expertise and
also receive leadership and
psychological assessments.
The key to being a strong leader is to
pick local talent and develop them,
Sukhov says. He emphasises that such
a strategy is crucial to empowering his
team and achieving unity.
‘We are all professionals here so we
do our job, but it’s only part of the
overall task. If you want to be
successful, you should also exercise
leadership and run the organisation
and that requires a set of different
skills,’ Sukhov says. ‘It’s not only tax
management. You should also be
accessible. You should be genuinely
interested in what people believe in and
what their aspirations are.’
Lena Smirnova, journalist based in
Moscow
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Taking on cyberspace’s delinquents
An ACCA conference in New York on cybercrime tackled the thorny topic of combating the
global threat from digital delinquents, and why it is crucial to preserve the ‘crime scene’
If asked to picture a crime scene,
most people conjure up a vision of
flashing police lights, splattered blood
and barriers of plastic tape. But this
image is behind the times, says Cy
Vance, Manhattan district attorney.
‘The crime scene of this century is
the internet,’ he warned, speaking at
an ACCA conference in New York at
the end of February. ‘As the hightech and digital world becomes more
sophisticated so do criminals who are
using technology to take advantage of
unsuspecting victims.’
Vance’s worry is borne out by a flurry
of data detailing a sharp rise in IT
attacks. As many as 71 million people
in the US suffered from cyber attacks –
costing them around $21bn in damage
– according to CNET.com. A study by
Deloitte reported that costs related to
cybercrime had climbed to nearly $6m
a year on average for the companies
they surveyed, while computer attacks
on the US government had multiplied
more than six-fold in recent years. And
the US is far from alone.
Across the globe, computer crooks
have become a menace that companies
ignore at their peril, according to a
panel of experts who spoke at the ACCA
conference at Pace University in New
York. The aim of the gathering was to
help companies work out how to protect
themselves from this new generation of
digital delinquents. But experts are also
clear that businesses will need plenty
of help from government, law
enforcement and universities.
The greatest vulnerability, said ACCA
chief executive Helen Brand, is often
among mid-sized companies. ‘Very
large and complicated organisations
at least have the resources to invest
heavily in defending themselves,’ she
argued. Meanwhile, smaller companies
are less often targets and have small
systems, so that any threat is easier to

bought specific insurance against cyber
attacks, according to Zurich Insurance.
Instead there is no substitute for
taking more direct action. Many
companies have not been sufficiently
pro-active, according to recent surveys.
One Harvard Business School Review
found that, while three-quarters of
respondents expressed concern about
IT security, only 16% had designated a
tech chief to oversee cyber risks. Less
than half had increased their spending
to protect against attacks.

The price of apathy

Cy Vance, Manhattan district
attorney, addresses the audience

contain. The biggest challenge instead
lies with the medium-sized companies,
which can afford fewer IT specialists
to protect them, yet make a tempting
target for criminals. Closing this gap
requires leadership from the very top
of an organisation, Brand said. This
is not an issue that can be left solely
to the technology team.
One alluring but possibly deceptive
short-cut for companies is cyber
insurance. This is not the panacea it
initially seems, said Kelly Bissell, a
principal at Deloitte & Touche. ‘Cyber
insurance is still in its infancy,’ he told
the audience. Most policies will not
fully cover the costs resulting from an
IT breach. Worse still, if the insurer can
prove that the company neglected to
institute proper measures to defend
itself, they can refuse payment. So far,
only around a fifth of companies have

Such neglect could cost companies
dearly. ‘Criminals are looking for easy
targets,’ argued Christopher Novak, who
co-founded the investigative response
unit for phone company Verizon. As a
result, the least diligent companies can
become a magnet to criminals. Merely
meeting the standards set by regulators
does not guarantee safety. Even
companies that spend lavishly on
top-quality software to defend their
IT systems, Novak warns, often then
neglect the basics, including the
quality of firewalls. This, he says, is
much like a home owner installing a
state-of-the-art alarm system only to
leave their front door open.
It is also not sufficient just to be
vigilant to outside threats. After all,
a business’ own employees have the
greatest access to information. That
raises the challenge of how to vet
insiders with access to sensitive
information. This is even a problem for
the US government, which has elaborate
mechanisms for checking out potential
employees for security clearance. One
ever more common stumbling block for
individuals seeking security clearance is
a poor credit score, which might make
people financially strained and therefore
tempted by the easy money offered
by criminal activity. This raises the
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(L to R): moderator Paul Mahon, assistant special agent in charge of the US Secret Service New York Field Office; Kelly Bissell of
Deloitte & Touche; ACCA’s Helen Brand; Darren Hayes, CIS program chair at Pace University; Joseph D Leonard, officer at Technology
Services Group, Federal Reserve Bank of New York; Christopher Novak of Verizon; and executive district attorney David Szuchman

‘EVERY NEW WAY OF PAYING FOR SOMETHING IS
VULNERABLE. WE MUST IDENTIFY VULNERABILITIES
BEFORE A NEW METHOD GOES TO MARKET’
possibility that companies too may
need to probe more deeply into the
background of key staff.
Suppliers are frequently another weak
point in a company’s defences. ‘The
bad guys may think it is too difficult to
hack into a big company, so they will
target a supplier,’ warned Bissell. Large
businesses need to keep tabs on the
quality of security systems of suppliers
– demanding proof that they are taking
adequate precautions. This can be
especially difficult when dealing with
overseas contractors. A vast amount of
company data is now stored in India
and other developing countries, making
them a prime target for assault.
ACCA’s Global Economic Conditions
Survey showed that the second-highest
country worried about cybercrime
was India. ‘If you think about where
information is being held, there is so

much outsourcing to this kind of
market that cyber legislation in the US
will not be enough,’ said ACCA’s Brand.

Card fraud abounds
A key message from the conference was
that companies need to be especially
vigilant when devising methods of
payment. For a start, financial
institutions have been trying to
reinforce the security of existing forms,
such as credit and debit cards. One
great hope is the introduction of
chip-and-pin technology for the US, a
device already prevalent in the UK. This
is a vulnerability that criminal gangs
have been exploiting, taking stolen cards
from Europe across the Atlantic. The
US payment industry has aimed to plug
this technological loophole by 2015.
Still, most experts on the ACCA
panel were sceptical that this target

would be achieved. More importantly,
experts doubt that this will do more
than plugging one leak of many. As one
technology becomes more fortified, IT
villains move on to the next one. That is
a big problem, since payment methods
are constantly evolving. Tech experts
believe that consumers will increasingly
move towards paying with cell phones.
‘Every new way of paying for
something is vulnerable,’ warned
Deloitte’s Bissell. ‘The criminals try to
stay on the cutting edge. This means
we need to identify the vulnerabilities
before a new method goes to market.’
His accounting firm encourages clients
to talk to them about new payment
offerings before they go live.
Of course, there is only a limited
amount that companies can do alone
to protect themselves. Wise ones will
make full use of law enforcement to
help. The stigma associated with being
the victim of a cybercrime has meant
many companies are wary of admitting
their security has been breached. An
added worry is that calling in the police
will be highly disruptive, with officers
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obliterate the evidence needed to
prosecute the perpetrators. This can be
equivalent to erasing all incriminating
fingerprints and cleaning up all blood and
fibre samples before the police arrive.
In all nations, the police need to
evolve as fast as the criminals. Lawenforcement officials need to be trained,
not only in technology, but also in
the law and business. There are new
procedures on how to ‘tag and bag’
evidence so that it can be used in court.
Without such efforts it will be impossible
to clamp down effectively on criminals
and call them to account.
The international nature of
cybercrime is another reason why
government and law enforcement are
essential in the fight. Tracking down
and stopping IT bandits spread across
the globe demands a concerted effort
by states. The countries of the former
Soviet Union are a particular hotbed of
criminality as there are large numbers
of well-educated IT professionals with
few legitimate opportunities.
This makes life hard for the police
in rich countries since they do not
generally have extradition treaties with
these states and domestic criminal laws
are weak or non-existent. ‘How do we
get the hacker that is sitting in Belarus
or Ukraine or Kazakhstan?’ asks
Szuchman. At present, he complains,
the only solution is to lure them to
countries where they can be arrested.
A longer-term solution would be for
rich nations to sign treaties with other
governments to enable raiders to be
prosecuted, wherever they are. That
would require a concerted diplomatic
ripping out servers and dragging them
away to distant crime labs.
Such fears are misguided, said David
Szuchman, executive district attorney,
chief of the investigation division at
Manhattan District Attorney’s Office.
‘We work collaboratively with companies,’
he pledged. That said, law-enforcement
officials still have much work to do to
fully get this message across. An
unwillingness to alert the authorities can
have disastrous results. One common
problem is that companies wait too long
before involving the authorities and in
the meantime inexperienced IT staff

‘WE WORK COLLABORATIVELY WITH COMPANIES…
HOW [ELSE] DO WE GET THE HACKER SITTING
IN BELARUS OR UKRAINE OR KAZAKHSTAN?’
Top: moderator Paul Mahon (left) of the
US Secret Service New York Field Office
makes a point while Kelly Bissell of
Deloitte & Touche listens
Above: ACCA chief executive Helen
Brand says the greatest vulnerability
to cybercrime is often among midsized companies

drive by governments in North America
and Europe. Cyber villains are becoming
more prevalent and sophisticated. Still,
there is optimism that, if companies
and governments take the threat
seriously, the tide can be turned.
Christopher Alkan, journalist based
in New York
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KPMG BUYS ORACLE PRACTICE

KPMG has acquired the Hackett
Group’s Oracle ERP (enterprise,
resource planning) practice in the
US, adding it to its own Oracle
consulting service, which is part of its
enterprise solutions practice. Stephen
Chase, KPMG’s service line leader for
technology, said: ‘This transaction
complements KPMG’s investments in
fast-growing business transformation
capabilities, further building on
our October 2011 acquisition of
Optimum Solutions, an Oracle
Platinum Partner. We remain focused
on helping clients use technology
to transform key operations, such
as human capital management,
finance and accounting, tax,
business intelligence and supply
chain management.’ KPMG’s growth
strategy is based on strengthening
existing services, developing new
solutions and acquiring organisations
and professionals that complement
its existing operations.

The view from:
Canada: Ali Arslan Abbas FCCA,
manager, audit and assurance, PwC
Q What are the main challenges
for firms in Canada?
A Many clients are looking
beyond North America for new
business. That calls for greater
country and industry-specific
advice from firms as financial,
regulatory and operational
risks may vary enormously or
be subject to sudden change.
Closer to home, clients want
to be kept in the loop on issues such as the
implications of reporting convergence and audit
quality enhancement initiatives.
Q How have changing client needs affected the
qualities that firms look for?
A It’s all about creating value for client. That starts
with building strong relationships and earning trust,
while developing – and applying – deep knowledge
of their sectors and markets. Strong technical skills
and sound ethics are also important, plus the ability
to lead and work in teams.
Q What advice would you give newly qualifieds?
A The decisions you make now are likely to have
long-lasting effects on your career. Think through
what you’ve done so far. What excited you? What
did you enjoy? And what knowledge and skills
might you need to achieve your long-term goals?

INCLUSION WIN FOR DELOITTE

Deloitte has been recognised as one
of the Human Rights Campaign’s
Best Places to Work in the US for the
seventh consecutive year on the basis
of the benefits, initiatives and support
it makes available to lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender staff and the
wider LGBT community. Deb DeHaas,
chief inclusion officer at Deloitte, said:
‘We strive to maintain an environment
where all our people are empowered to
live and work openly with the flexibility
to manage their unique work-life
needs. This culture of commitment
and mutual accountability benefits our
people and our clients.’
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Q How critical are networking skills?
A Firms are increasingly involved in business
development activities, such as pitching for work
or staying tuned for new opportunities. Internal
networking is also important, especially if clients
need diverse services from your firm.
Q If you hadn’t gone into finance, what would you
have done instead?
A Maybe an engineer, but my father was an
accountant and took me into his office, so this
career path was on the cards. However, these days,
I don’t swing around in my chair or make paper
planes from printouts of financial statements!

FIRM FACTS

Coverage: 5,700 partners and staff in 26 locations
Core values: Excellence, value, teamwork
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Auditors feel the pain
After suffering its biggest ever corporate fraud, India has responded with a new
Companies Bill that will impose stricter regulation on auditors
India’s auditors have had a difficult
time in the court of public opinion
since the revelations of the US$1bn
Satyam Computer Services scandal in
2009, when the company’s chairman
admitted the books had been cooked.
The new Companies Bill might change
that – although it will also inflict
some pain on the country’s auditors,
forcing them to accept some tough
criminal penalties for dereliction of
duty and at the same time imposing
professional restrictions that could
cut their income. The bill passed the
Lok Sabha, the lower house of the
country’s parliament in December last
year, and now awaits approval from the
upper house and the president.
MPs were preparing to debate the
new law as they started a new session
of parliament on 21 February, although
with the 2013/14 budget being
presented on 28 February and a
month-long break from 22 March to
22 April planned, it was not expected
that final votes would take place in
March (as this edition of Accounting
and Business went to press).

Scary penalties
There are concerns in the profession
about the bill. Harinderjit Singh, a
senior partner at Price Waterhouse
India, says: ‘Imprisonment for 10 years
and a fine which is three times the
amount involved in fraud is very scary
and that, too, with the due process
not spelled out in the law.’
Indeed, critics of the bill worry
that even a bona fide mistake could
be treated as a fraud. ‘Every time a
financial statement is overstated or
understated, the basic presumption
will be of collusion between the
management and the auditor,’ says
Amarjit Chopra, former president of
the Institute of Chartered Accountants
of India (ICAI).

But in a country where false financial
corporate statements have generated
huge losses for investors, the bill has
many supporters.
‘Frauds in India are repeating at a
faster pace and we need strong
provisions to contain them,’ says
Sharat Kumar Pakalapati, a senior
fraud investigator who probed the
Satyam scam, which involved inflating
the company’s balance sheet with
hundreds of millions of US dollars of
fake bank deposits. He is, however, also
apprehensive of the law’s potential
misuse by the law enforcement
authorities to unnecessarily harass
professional accountants.
Hinesh Doshi, vice president of
the Investors’ Grievances Forum in
Mumbai, however, has no reservations
about the bill. He says: ‘Promoters,
especially in closely held public limited
companies, are hand in glove with
auditors for siphoning off funds.’
The responsibility for maintaining
discipline in the profession lies with
ICAI, which can penalise members for
professional misconduct. Punishment
can be as severe as a lifelong ban from
a practice and a fine of US$9,000.
According to Doshi, the present
system has failed as it does not provide
sufficient deterrent for erring auditors.
He says: ‘The institute takes about five
years to punish the guilty, after which
the case goes to the court for another
five to 10 years, and during all this
time the accused continue to practise.’
The new Companies Bill provides for
setting up a quasi-judicial body called
the National Financial Reporting
Authority (NFRA). It will have powers
to suspend auditors in cases of
professional misconduct, though the
details are yet to be clarified.
This dilution of ICAI’s power has left
many Indian accountants disappointed
and very worried. ‘Currently, there are

[auditing] professionals looking after
the disciplinary process, but in the
future we don’t know who is going to
sit in judgment,’ says Singh. This new
system came about despite ICAI
opposition, according to Chopra.

Pragmatism
But not everyone in the profession
disapproves. Richard Rekhy, CEO of
KPMG India, calls the new system a
pragmatic step. ‘Around the world
there are independent bodies to
monitor the accounting profession,’
he says. ‘If India wants to be a global
player it has to follow those standards.’
Rekhy, however, warns of serious
challenges in implementing the new law
as existing accounting systems in India
are not geared up for it. ‘Companies
will be required to present consolidated
accounts of all their subsidiaries,’
he says, adding: ‘It would be an
accountants’ nightmare to criss-cross
and match everything together for a
large Indian corporation.’ According to
Rekhy, the law will require the entire
profession to undergo training.
‘It is a step in the right direction,’
he says. ‘It intends to improve the
governance and regulatory environment
in the country, which will eventually
increase investor confidence in the
financial statements of companies.’
This confidence has flagged, reaching
its lowest level in January 2009 after
the Satyam scandal. ‘Satyam is very
much visible in the forming of this law,
especially the sections relating to the
auditors,’ says Singh.
Most Indian auditors feel the
government has been too harsh on
the profession. ‘This legislation is
[punishing the] exception rather than
the rule as they have now gone to the
other extreme,’ said PS Kumar
Brahmayya, a partner at Chennaibased Brahmayya, which acted as
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‘EVERY TIME A FINANCIAL STATEMENT IS
OVERSTATED OR UNDERSTATED, THE BASIC
PRESUMPTION WILL BE OF COLLUSION
BETWEEN MANAGEMENT AND AUDITOR’

Satyam’s internal auditor as the IT
business recovered from the crisis.
To further enhance accountability,
the new law requires auditors to
record their comments on the internal
controls of a company’s financial
reporting, notes Rekhy. ‘This is similar
to the provisions under the US
Sarbanes-Oxley Act.’
The law’s requirement for mandatory
rotation of auditors after five years
aims to remove the possibility of
corrupt practices resulting from
a long-term nexus between the
management and auditors, as was
allegedly the case in Satyam.
Although Rekhy doubts its real
effectiveness, mandatory rotation is a
worldwide trend. ‘The Netherlands has
just passed a rotation law, while Italy,
Poland, Indonesia and Singapore also
have one,’ he says. One likely problem,
he says, is that audits could become
more expensive: ‘Presently, the auditors
often settle for a lower fee, treating it as
an investment for a long-term

relationship, but now they have to leave
the client after every five years.’
Other provisions in the bill could also
make auditing in India more expensive.
For example, audit firms will be barred
from providing non-audit services to
the companies where they undertake
statutory audits. Not only that, but the
number of statutory audits that can be
handled by an auditor each year will be
cut from 30 to 20.

Uneconomic
Meanwhile, the industry is awaiting the
release of secondary legislation rules
related to the Companies Bill, which,
according to Singh, could number
more than 300. He believes that the
new law will have the effect of making
audit firms uneconomical.
Chopra agrees: ‘Auditing hardly gives
the bread; the butter comes from other
assignments. You may not give too
much butter to somebody but you have
to provide some incentives.’
The costs incurred by audit firms,

including that of technology and
infrastructure, are already rising,
according to Brahmayya. ‘We find it
difficult to retain talent,’ he says.
‘The best brains are not going to look
at this profession any more.’
Indeed, the percentage of Indian
accountancy graduates choosing
audit is constantly dropping, with
most preferring executive positions
in the corporate world. Singh says:
‘Traditionally, an equal number of
people used to go into the two streams,
but currently it would be 60/65 to
40/35 against the auditing profession
and it will go down further.’
Singh calls this situation very
unfortunate because, at the same time,
the requirements for auditing are going
up: ‘The worry is that there could be
fewer auditors and more work,’ he
says. ‘The Indian audit profession is
going through a churn.’
Raghavendra Verma, journalist based
in New Delhi
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Bringing down the barriers
The EU and Japan are in the throes of negotiating a free trade agreement that could
ultimately ramp up demand for accounting services in both regions
European and international
accountants’ organisations expect a
planned free trade agreement between
the EU and Japan, which is currently
being negotiated, to trigger an
increase in the demand for accounting
services. This would come largely as
an indirect effect of EU-Japan trade of
all kinds being boosted, according to
Olivier Boutellis-Taft, chief executive
of the Federation of European
Accountants (FEE).
A free trade agreement (FTA) is also
likely to provide an opportunity for
more work for European accounting
firms in Japan following closer
business ties between firms in the
two countries and the regulatory
harmonisation work of the
International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) and the International
Federation of Accountants (IFAC).
Ultimately, though, one barrier that
will have to go is one imposed by the
profession itself, through the mutual
recognition of qualifications.
John Davies, head of technical policy
at ACCA, expects to see reciprocity
resulting from the EU-Japan FTA over
the rights of European audit firms to
operate in Japan. ‘Firms registered to
audit in Japan are currently allowed
to audit Japanese companies that are
listed on an EU stock market,’ he
says, adding that he would like to see
reciprocity from the FTA for the sake
of fair trade principles.
However, nobody goes as far as to
think that European accountants will
easily be able to offer their services on
the Japanese market once the FTA is
in place. FEE, for example, does not
expect it to have much effect on the
mobility of accounting professionals
between the EU and Japan.
There are many reasons why
European accountants will be unable to
offer their services in Japan, according

to Peter Walton FCCA, professor of
accounting at ESSEC Business School
in Paris, France. They would, for
example, have to start over in their
training if they wanted to work in the
Japanese accounting system.
Another obstacle is that only around
20 Japanese businesses currently use
International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), says Yasuhiro Ohta,

boost their struggling economies.
The European Commission’s impact
assessment report on EU-Japan trade
relations, released in mid-2012,
showed that an ‘ambitious FTA could
increase GDP in the EU by 1.9%’; in
absolute terms, that would mean a
€319bn boost for the EU economy.
But there are fresh signs that Japan
could move towards adopting IFRS.

‘JAPAN FACES RIGOROUS COMPETITION. ITS 100,000
ACCOUNTANTS ARE ALREADY TOO MANY. THEY
NEED TO GO ABROAD TO GET NEW CLIENTS’
professor of accounting at Keio
Business School in Yokohama, Japan,
and the Asia representative on the
European Accounting Association (EAA)
board. Another 30 US-listed companies
use US GAAP. The rest use local GAAP.
‘Japanese firms actively operating in
the European region have already
adopted IFRS, but other Japanese
firms do not have a strong incentive
to adopt IFRS,’ he says.

Big Four only
Walton thinks it unlikely that many
European accountants will move to
Japan once professional and legal
barriers come down, ‘unless it enables
people to work for the Big Four’.
Similarly, Ohta does not foresee
Japanese accountants heading to
work in Europe for the reasons that no
free trade agreement can overcome:
the language barrier coupled with
institutional and cultural differences.
Boutellis-Taft too sounds a note of
caution: ‘I am afraid that we are talking
about two economies suffering from
severe depression.’
The Europeans hope the FTA being
negotiated with Japan and the one
already in place with South Korea will

Toshifumi Takada, a professor in
the School of Accounting at Tohoku
University and chairman of the Japan
Auditing Association, predicts a
reversion of the decision by the
previous government to halt Japanese
adoption of IFRS. This would help ease
EU concerns about lingering non-tariff
barriers that could impede commerce
after an EU-Japan trade deal.
Takada, who also chairs Japan’s
Association of Accounting Schools,
says: ‘The Financial Services Agency
controls the Japanese Institute of
Certified Public Accountants and all
qualified accountants, but the minister
for financial services decides the FSA’s
main policies. I think the trend towards
internationalisation of the accounting
profession in Japan will become
stronger under this new government.’
He says an EU-Japan FTA would
mean ‘the accounting industry can
expand its business opportunities in
countries where Japanese companies
have plants and offices’.
Japan’s accounting industry is
certainly monitoring the progress of
the trade talks with the EU and the
industry has its hands full with similar
trade issues. Takada says: ‘Discussions
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on free trade agreements, such as this
one or the Trans-Pacific Partnership
[a planned Asia Pacific free trade zone]
may very well prove to be one of the
biggest issues for the new government.’
That said, others in Japan are more
cautious about the benefits of any
pact for the accounting sector, in part
because the full implications – positive
or negative – have yet to be assessed.
Tomokazu Sekiguchi, technical
manager of the Accounting Standards
Board of Japan, says: ‘I do not think
there have been discussions about
accounting so far as it is not a major
issue in the deal.’

Barriers will remain
A senior official of one of the major
international accounting firms, who
does not want to be named, says there
will be obstacles to trade in accounting
services whatever happens. Knowledge
of local accounting rules will always
be a prerequisite for anyone working
in Japan and ‘there will always be
language issues,’ the official points out.
Yet Takada insists that a free trade
agreement will inevitably lead to a
surge in cross-border mergers and
acquisitions, which will trigger work
for accounting firms with the required
skills and expertise in both markets.
The Japan Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (JICPA) and the
Financial Services Agency are unlikely
to be enthusiastic about an FTA,
however, as opening the doors could
hit domestic firms. Japan has 30,000
CPAs and a further 70,000 tax
accountants. Takada says: ‘Even
without an FTA, the Japanese
accounting industry faces rigorous
competition because its 100,000
accountants are already too many. They
need to go abroad to get new clients.’
The next critical date for Japan’s
accounting industry and the trade
negotiations will be June, when the new
president of JICPA will be appointed.
Whoever it is could be very influential
in shaping Japan’s attitude towards any
FTA, says Takada.
Olivier Boutellis-Taft: ‘I am afraid that
we are talking about two economies
suffering from severe depression’

Carmen Paun, journalist based
in Brussels, and Julian Ryall,
journalist based in Tokyo
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Red tape shredded on EU grants
A simplification of the reporting rules for loans and grants supplied by EU institutions is
expected to make life a great deal easier for accountants handling such funds

Accountants working for organisations
provided with loans and grants by
European Union institutions – notably
the European Commission – may have
something to celebrate this year.
Brussels is introducing simplified
procedures in spending and reporting
on EU grants.
A new EU regulation laying out the
simplified rules was announced last
year and came into effect on 1 January.
For accountants and financial
officers with experience of the
convoluted ways the EU assigns,
spends and records its money, this will
come as something of a relief –
perhaps leavened with some justifiable
scepticism. From the beginning of the
year, accountants and financial officers
administering EU-provided money no
longer need to provide paperwork
evidence to have their cost claims
reimbursed but can spend the money
on the basis of lump sums, unit costs
and flat rates for small amounts.
Brussels will, however, still ensure
that organisations benefiting from
financing have to secure matching
funding and not make profits (directly
at least) from taxpayers’ money.
According to the new rules, flat rates
will be calculated using statistical data
or previous costs related to similar
activities with the same outcome. The
Commission will also be able to calculate
lump sums on a case-by-case basis,
depending on organisations benefiting
from grants, looking at a beneficiary’s
past spending record ‘by reference to

certified or auditable historical data… or
to its usual cost accounting practices’.
The calculation of such lump sums may
be done before financing is granted, but
also afterwards ‘through an appropriate
strategy for ex post controls’.
What this really means, says the
Commission, is that instead of

and if successful just claim it without
having to provide endless vouchers.’
Of course, accountants will still have
to follow their organisation’s internal
accounting rules on spending, which in
practical terms could mean the new EU
regulation may not change spending
rules in some instances. Judith Mogra,

IT SHOULD REDUCE THE BURDEN OF HAVING TO
PROVIDE DOCUMENTARY JUSTIFICATION
gathering every proof of expenditure,
grant beneficiaries will continue to
enjoy a flow of funds (or won’t have to
pay them back) as long as they deliver
the results they have promised.

Unburdened
The new system is expected to reduce
the burden of having to report about
and provide documentary justification
for each and every item of EU-funded
spending. Reporting the overall spending
of millions of euros has generated a
huge workload, as Peter Walton FCCA,
professor of accounting at ESSEC
Business School in Paris, says: ‘The
advantage of moving to a system of flatrate allowances and prices means that
service suppliers and the Commission
do not have to take a lot of time
reviewing proposals based on extensive
cost information, and then checking
claims against this. The supplier has
to decide whether they can operate
economically within the offered tariff,

head of research finance at the
University of Leicester in the UK, says:
‘I don’t think that lump sums and flat
rates impact us an awful lot. Our own
financial regulations require us to
report actual costs incurred for any
travel and costs, so we would still have
to use actual cost reimbursements.’
In addition, in debates on the shape
of the EU’s 2014-20 research spending
programme Horizon 2020, the
European University Association (EUA)
wants universities to be allowed to use
the old expense and reclaim system if
they wish. It has some allies within the
European Parliament on this issue and
has released a note saying: ‘The EUA
strongly supports the European
Parliament’s proposal that an option for
reimbursement based on full costing
methodologies should be retained…’
The association said the old system had
encouraged universities to develop full
costing methodologies and systems to
operate them, improving their
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Northern Renaissance: Brussels has
eased the burden of EU grants reporting

accounting controls. Forcing them to
abandon them would be a
‘counterproductive’, it argued: ‘Evidence
from good practice examples show how
the current…reimbursement rules have
acted as a driver for universities to
develop full costing. [The] EUA firmly
believes, therefore, that it would be a
backward step to exclude
reimbursement based on full costing
methodologies in Horizon 2020.’
That said, even if these old rules are
allowed to live on within EU-funded
research programmes, the new system
would certainly remove a red tape
involving dealing with Brussels. The
new rules come just in time for the
launch of the new EU budget for 2014
and 2020, about which a compromise
deal was struck by EU heads of
government in February. The sums are
large – EU spending hit €147bn in
2012 and over 2014-20, spending can
be as high as €960bn.

R&D primacy
Despite the continued uncertainty of
the overall distribution of the EU pot of
money, one thing is sure: research and
development will get a significant chunk,
with the European Commission having
requested €80bn stretched between
2014 and 2020 – it may get around
€60bn, but no less. Research projects
usually receive several million euros in
funding and while the EUA is pushing for
the old reporting system to be retained
as an option, there are other reforms
in the new accounting system that may

prove more palatable to the academics.
Organisations benefiting from
European money for their research
projects will no longer have to open
separate interest-bearing bank
accounts. Moreover, the Commission
says it will no longer request that any
interest generated be paid back. It will
have a real impact on the work of
accountants and financial officers,
according to Mogra: ‘That removes a
whole level of administration.’
Another change is that EU grant
recipients will no longer have to pay
Brussels all the profits they have earned
as a result of work funded by the EU.
The Commission will now ask for only a
portion of the profits – and that will
correspond to the proportion of the
initial costs paid for by EU money.
However, there is at least one practical
issue left unresolved by the new financial
rules: the reporting cycle. For research
projects the cycle currently spans 18
months rather than one year. Grantees
funded by the current R&D programme
(FP7 – the seventh framework
programme) have to submit a statement
of the costs incurred every 18 months,
which leaves a lot of uncertainty over
currency exchange rates.
Mogra says: ‘When we convert from
sterling into euros, we use the
exchange rate of the day after the
period on which we are reporting.
When you do it every 12 months, this
kind of fixes the exchange rate.’ She
adds that a yearly reporting cycle
would give a better idea of how much

an amount of money spent in sterling
would be worth in euros at the moment
the costs are reported to Brussels.
According to European Commission
budget spokesperson Patrizio Fiorilli,
the reporting cycle for research
projects remains unchanged so far, but
is different for each funding
programme, taking into consideration
the duration and the specificity of the
supported projects.
Besides making life easier for
accountants and their organisations,
Brussels wants the new rules to
increase transparency in the way
European taxpayers’ money is spent
and to prevent fraud.
Fiorilli says: ‘Increased use of lump
sums, unit costs and flat rates also
reinforces transparency for applicants
and beneficiaries, which may better
anticipate the amounts to be awarded,
thus better plan and manage the
corresponding budgets.’
According to Walton, the rules will
make combatting fraud easier since
the European Commission will pay
beneficiaries only if the work has been
done based on a set price. But there
are pitfalls, he warns: ‘The problem will
be the level at which the price is set.’
He recalls that in France, where the
government used to set audit fee levels
which became unrealistic over time,
auditors colluded with their clients to
find ways of making the work
financially viable.
Carmen Paun, journalist
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Attention, crowdfunders!
In the first of a two-part series on startups, KPMG’s Ivan Lukanov ACCA looks at the
challenges the forthcoming revised standard on revenue recognition is likely to create

The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) and the
US Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) have issued a revised
exposure draft on revenue recognition
(ED/2011/6, Revenue from Contracts
with Customers). Applied in its
current form, the proposed standard
would change the current revenue
recognition practice for crowdfunded
companies significantly and must be
applied retrospectively. This article
explains what crowdfunding users
need to know.

Major changes
If approved as it stands, this new
revenue recognition standard will apply
to all companies without exception,
although it will not apply to financial
instruments, leases, insurances and
non-monetary exchanges.
The draft standard will change the
timing of revenue recognition and how
much revenue to record (the calculated
transaction price). The most significant
draft proposals, not considering special
cases and exceptions, will affect
transaction price determination. Some
examples are:
1 Management judgment will be
necessary to estimate the total sales
price of a transaction when the
consideration is variable. For
example, an add-on bonus payment
for work finished early can be
considered and recorded based on
management judgment on the
bonus receipt.

2 An own-line item adjacent to
revenue will be introduced with the
obligation to record expected
default amounts in it when revenue
collectability is or is expected to be
uncertain. For example, a 5%
historical bad debt ratio on credit
sales would be recorded as an
own-line item adjacent revenue.
3 There will be obligations at advance
payments to consider the time value
of money. For example, advance
payments for goods or services that
will be delivered after 12 months
must incorporate credit-specific
interest rates in the revenue record,
if the financing component is
significant to the contract.
The final point here, the obligation to
consider the time value of money, will
particularly affect startups that use the
popular crowdfunding concept.

Time value of money
The consideration of the time value
of money, drafted in ED 58-60 for
International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and BC143 for
US GAAP, states that each company
must consider its specific credit risk
interests at upfront paid transactions
that would be delivered after more than
12 months. The draft standard further
states that the financing component
must be significant. Let’s see the
implications on a crowdfunded startup.
Rocket (a fictitious startup) has
successfully pitched its idea on a
crowdfunding platform for the

development of a new role-play game.
The company raised €10m on 1
January 2013, which is enough to
develop the promised game. Game
development will take around 24
months and the first games will be
shipped on 31 December 2014.
How much revenue can the company
record at 1 January 2013 (today) and
on 31 December 2014 (the date of
game shipment)?
The answer is none today and
€12.1m (€2.1m more than cash
collected) at the date of game
shipment, if tax effects are neglected.
Where does the additional €2.1m come
from? The answer is that the new draft
standard will make it possible.

That additional €2.1m
The objective of the draft standard is
to reflect today’s cash selling price in
the revenue record, if the financing
component is significant to the
contract. Rocket must consider the
interest rate it would be required to
pay if the funding was agreed with the
customer in a separate contract.
Following the draft standard, Rocket
will recognise interest expenses of
the financing component in the P&L
over the period of two years (eg, 10%
for two-year compound/cumulative
interest on €10m = €2.1m) and credit
the revenue account (contract liability
until delivery) with the €2.1m. As a
result the net profit of the company is
unchanged but the revenue record is
higher than the initial cash received.
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The book records to reflect the
transaction would be as follows:
As at 1 Jan 2013
DR €10m cash (balance sheet – B/S)
CR €10m contract liability (B/S)
The startup received the cash: the
cashflow and the contract liability to
deliver the game were recorded.
Over the two years, until the game is
transferred
DR €2.1m cumulative interest (P/L)
CR €2.1m contract liability (B/S)
As at 31 Dec 2014
DR €12.1m contract liability (B/S)
CR €12.1m revenue (P&L)
The game was delivered to the crowd,
so the contract liability was dissolved.
The cumulative interest expense to
record the time value of money is
recognised in the P&L over the two
years. The corresponding position is
the revenue record.

The interest rate applied
The main trigger in the time value of
money calculation is the interest rate
applied. The draft standard defines the
interest rate to be applied to mirror the
vendor’s specific credit risk. However,
the credit risk is difficult to determine
for startups, due to the lack of a credit
history. We assume that the interest
rates would typically include a higher
risk premium, which will increase the
interest expense and the recorded
revenue. As shown in this example

a 10% interest rate would lead to a
€2.1m higher revenue record; a 15%
interest rate would lead to a €3.2m
higher revenue record, assuming an
annual compounding method.

What it means for management
A startup’s management may need
to explain the composition of the
revenue record and the calculation
of the interest rate when reporting
its financials to investors or other
stakeholders in order to avoid
misinterpretations. This would
lead to higher documentation and
administration requirements.

What it means for investors
Venture capitalists and angel investors
may need to point out that the revenue

record does not necessarily mean
cash receipt, especially for long-term
projects paid in advance.
To avoid these dangers investors
should focus their analysis on earnings
before tax (EBT – eg, after interest and
depreciation/amortisation) instead of
EBITDA in order to consider the two
offsetting time value of money records.
The EBITDA and EBT results of €2.6m
and €0.5m respectively in the project
margin comparison table (see below)
illustrate the danger of making wrong
investment decisions on a first-sight
P&L analysis.
Ivan Lukanov ACCA is a manager at
KPMG Germany. He can be contacted
at ilukanov@kpmg.com for any
questions about this article

Project margin comparison
IAS 18

ED

€m

Current
standard

Time value
of money

New draft
standard

Revenue
Cost of sales

10.0
(9.0)

2.1
–

12.1
(9.0)

Gross profit
SGA costs

1.0
(0.5)

2.1
–

3.1
(0.5)

EBITDA
Time value of money interest

0.5
–

2.1
2.1

2.6
(2.1)

EBT

0.5

–

0.5
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Carve-outs
With diverse practices springing up around the accounting for combined and carve-out
financial statements, Graham Holt explains the fundamental principles

The European Federation of
Accountants (FEE) has recently
published a paper entitled Combined
and Carve-out Financial Statements:
Analysis of Common Practices. It
summarises common practices as well
as the main issues and challenges in
preparing combined and carve-out
financial statements in compliance
with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS).
At present, IFRS does not have a
specific standard governing the
preparation of combined and carve-out
financial statements and none of the
existing IFRSs provides principles for
their preparation. As a result, diverse
practices in preparing such financial
information have developed.

Combined and carve-out
Carve-out financial statements are
the separate financial statements of
a business that are derived or ‘carved
out’ from the financial statements of
a larger entity. Combined financial
statements are financial statements
that present the historical financial
information of a number of entities or
parts of entities that do not comprise a
group for which consolidated financial
statements can be prepared.
For example, an economic activity
may be carved out from a group into a
separate entity to present the historical
financial information for the activity for
the purpose of sale. Alternatively, a
group may demerge a significant part
of its economic activities and may wish

to present the historical financial
information for its remaining economic
activities to investors independently of
the whole group.
Both consolidated and combined
financial statements present historical
financial information. The only
significant difference between them is
that consolidated financial statements
require the consolidation of the parent
company and all its subsidiaries in
accordance with IAS 27 and IFRS 10.

B There has been common
management.
C There has been a common business.
No accounting definition of these
transactions exists, and there is limited
accounting guidance. Judgments may
need to be made in many areas, with
special attention paid to ensuring that
all assets and liabilities of the new
business have been properly identified,
together with the relevant costs.
Under IFRS there are a number of

IN MANY CASES, IT IS NOT JUST ENTITIES BUT
ALSO PORTIONS OF ENTITIES THAT ARE INCLUDED
IN COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
In contrast, combined financial
statements present the historical
financial information of an area of
economic activities for which it is not
possible to present consolidated
financial statements because a full
parent-subsidiary relationship does not
exist among all component entities
being combined. In many cases, it is
not just entities but also portions of
entities that are included in combined
financial statements.
A fundamental condition for preparing
combined financial statements is there
must be an element that has ‘bound’
the constituent elements together
throughout the accounting period.
Normally, the three main categories of
what constitutes a binding element are:
A There has been common control.

definitions that may help in developing
a definition of the area of economic
activities in the context of combined
financial statements.
The 2010 exposure draft issued by
the International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB) on the conceptual
framework for financial reporting
declares: ‘A reporting entity is an area
of economic activities whose financial
information has the potential to be
useful to existing and potential equity
investors, lenders and other creditors
who cannot directly obtain the
information they need in making
decisions about providing resources to
the entity and in assessing whether
management and the governing board
of that entity have made efficient and
effective use of the resources provided.’

TO GET THE QUESTIONS GO TO
www.accaglobal.com/cpd/
financialreporting

Additionally, IFRS 3, Business
Combinations, defines ‘a business’.
IFRS 5, Non-current Assets Held for Sale
and Discontinued Operations, covers a
component of an entity. And IFRS 8,
Operating Segments, defines an
operating segment.
The following key elements could
define ‘area of economic activities’
when derived from the definitions in
the above IFRSs and conceptual
framework exposure draft:
A The economic activities encompass
a set of assets and liabilities that
can be clearly distinguished from
those that are linked to other
economic activities.
B The economic activities of such
integrated set of assets and
liabilities were conducted, or could
have been separately conducted, for
the purpose of providing a return in
the form of dividends, lower costs
or other economic benefits.
Based on that key principle of
applying all requirements under
IFRS, the principles of consolidation
accounting are applied when preparing
combined financial statements. As
a result, the entities and parts of
entities within the area of economic
activities being reported on are after
eliminating intercompany balances and
transactions. As a principle, combined
financial statements may include only
income and expenses, assets and
liabilities that are clearly identifiable.
In the vast majority of cases, the
elements of the financial statements

above should be easily identifiable as
belonging to the area of economic
activities for which combined financial
statements are to be prepared.
However, it may sometimes be
necessary to allocate amounts as
attributable to the area of economic
activities concerned where such
amounts have historically not been
allocated in such a way.

Inadequate
In the vast majority of cases, audited
financial statements will have been
prepared at the group level. However,
the degree of financial statement
preparation for subsidiaries and
divisions may vary. These financial
statements are often inadequate
and as a result the preparation of a
more comprehensive set of financial
statements is often required.
Usually, separate financial statements
will not have been prepared for the
results of a company’s operations below
the group level, so preparing combined
financial statements for the first time
can be difficult.
In both combined and carve-out
financial statements, there are key
principles to bear in mind. Generally,
the allocation of finance costs should
reflect the allocation historically used
by the group concerned and the
substance of the group’s overall
financing, Thus, if the overall group
has financed its operations with debt,
then a portion of the debt with accrued
interest and a related finance expense
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would be accounted for when preparing
the financial statements.
The assets and liabilities should be
recorded at fair value in accordance
with acquisition accounting principles.
However, determining which items
should be included in the financial
statements can be challenging. Assets
may be attributed based on legal
ownership, usage or through such

participants in the pension plan to the
area of economic activities.
A separate actuarial valuation for the
projected obligation may be required
and the asset transfer may have to be
approved by the pensions regulator. If
the carve-out entity’s operations are
significant, the vendor may decide to
terminate the pension plan and reflect
this in its financial statements.

IF THERE IS A CHANGE IN ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLE
FROM PREVIOUS PRACTICE, ITS NATURE SHOULD
BE DISCLOSED AND JUSTIFIED
arrangements as operating or lease
agreements. There may also be
problems when numerous divisions in
an entity share the use of an asset.
If there is a change in accounting
principle from previous practice, its
nature should be disclosed and
justified in the financial statements.
Complexity can arise when
considering how to allocate the cost of
a defined benefit pension plan. If a
contractual agreement or adequate
allocation policy exists that allocates
the cost, this should be followed. If
there is no contractual basis or policy
for allocation, particularly in the
situation of an area of economic
activities being carved out of a larger
group, a solution could be to revert to
a contributions basis of accounting,
which will result in the allocation of the
costs equal to the contribution of the

The allocation of tax charges in
preparing combined financial
statements depends on whether the
entities carrying out the economic
activities for which the combined
financial statements are to be prepared
have filed separate tax returns or have
their tax affairs dealt with as part of a
larger tax entity. If separate tax returns
do not exist, a basis for allocating
overall tax charges must be determined.
The accounting for income taxes in
carve-out financial statements is
difficult and normally a carve-out entity
must create a tax liability provision as
if it were a separate entity.
Non-financial asset impairment
allocations must be based on actual
assets assigned, which may include
goodwill. The asset grouping level at
which impairment testing takes place
is determined based on the structure

CPD
units on the web

of the entity’s operations. IAS 33,
Earnings Per Share, assumes a listed
company with a share capital, which is
the basis for calculating the earnings
per share ratio. As this is not
necessarily so in a combined or
carve-out situation, such information
does not have to be presented.
However, earnings per share ratio can
be determined on the basis of the
targeted structure for the purposes of
an initial public offering (IPO).

The key elements
Fundamental to understanding
combined and carve-out financial
statements is a description of the
basis on which they have been
prepared. The key elements will be
the purpose for which the combined
financial statements are prepared,
the entities or parts of entities that
comprise the area of economic
activities and the accounting policies
and basis of allocation applied,
including the reason for applying them.
The combined or carve-out entity will
need to assess materiality for its
financial statements. Consideration
should be given at the selling company
level to immaterial misstatements that
may be material to the carve-out entity
and vice versa.
Graham Holt is an ACCA examiner,
and associate dean and head of the
accounting, finance and economics
department at Manchester Metropolitan
University Business School
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A persistent challenge
Cross-border payments are a persistent challenge for multinationals
with investments in mainland China, says Bolivia Cheung FCCA

For multinational corporations with
investments in mainland China, crossborder payments, including inbound
and outbound remittances, are
unavoidable. This article discusses
outbound remittances for the payment
of services and dividends.
Cross-border outbound remittances
are complex as they not only involve
foreign exchange (FX) issues but also
tax, customs and business issues, as
the following examples demonstrate.

Tax to be paid on a $100,000 outbound remittance

Consulting service fee

VAT at 6%

5,000

5,660

100,000x5%

100,000÷1.06×6%

100,000

Tax withheld and paid

Application of enterprise income tax

Example 1

Outbound remittance for consulting
service fees
Article 12 of the PRC Regulations on
the Control of Foreign Exchange specify
that FX receipts and payments under
current accounts must be based on
factual and legitimate transactions,
and that financial institutions engaged
in the settlement and sale of FX
must conduct due diligence on the
authenticity of transaction documents
and their consistency with FX receipts
and payments.
A domestic entity making outbound
remittances is therefore required to
provide a bank with the relevant
supporting documents. Since 2000, a
tax certificate has been required for an
outbound remittance of over US$5,000
under non-trade items. And where the
amount for payment of service trade,
income or certain capital items is over
US$30,000, a tax certificate must be
affixed with seals of both the local
state administration of taxation and
the local tax bureau.

Business tax at 5%

Place where service is provided

Outside China

Income derived from
outside China

Not taxable

In this example, if a domestic payer
needs to make an outbound remittance
to pay consulting service fees of over
US$30,000, it should first solve the
relevant tax issues.
In regions where the pilot
programme of replacing business tax
(BT) with value added tax (VAT) has not
been implemented, the payment of
consulting fees to a non-resident
enterprise is subject to withholding tax
and the payment of BT and surcharges
(urban maintenance and construction

Inside China
Does it constitute a
permanent establishment?
No

Yes

Tax exempt

Taxable

tax, educational surcharge and local
educational surcharge). In regions
where the pilot programme is
implemented, consulting fees are
subject to VAT. Assuming the consulting
fee is US$100,000, the tax will be as
shown in the panel above.
If a domestic payer is a general VAT
taxpayer, the tax withheld and paid as
specified in the panel may be credited
as input tax. In addition to business
tax/VAT, there can be enterprise
income tax (EIT).
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‘Permanent establishment’
EIT is illustrated in the lower panel on
the previous page. The ‘permanent
establishment’ referred to in the panel
is a tax concept. It is an organisation
or establishment under the Enterprise
Income Tax Law (the ‘EIT Law’).
According to China’s tax treaties,
permanent establishments usually
include a place of management, a
branch, an office, a factory, a
workshop, a mine, an oil or gas well, a
quarry or any other place of extraction
of natural resources. It also covers ‘the
furnishing of services, including
consulting services, by an enterprise
through employees or other personnel
engaged by the enterprise for such
purpose, but only where such activities
continue (for the same or a connected
project) within the country for a period
or periods aggregating more than six
months within any 12-month period.’
Tax treaties usually adopt one of two
calculation methods, including periods
aggregating 183 days within any
12-month period or periods
aggregating six months within any
12-month period. The respective
details of these two calculation
methods are complicated and will not
be discussed here.
For further information, refer to the
double-tax agreement between China
and Singapore (Guoshuifa [2010] No 75)
and the double-tax agreement between
China and Hong Kong (Guoshuihan
[2007] No 403). In the absence of such
tax treaties, as in the case of mainland
China with Taiwan, a Taiwanese company
that provides consulting services will
constitute an organisation or
establishment even if it dispatches
someone to the mainland for only one
day and shall therefore be subject to EIT.

Documentary requirements

1
2
3
4

Contract/agreement
Invoice/payment notice
Tax certificate
Intangible asset
transfer documents

‘Taxable’
The EIT panel on the previous page
indicates that EIT is payable when
a remittance is made to a nonresident provider with a permanent
establishment. According to the
Notice of the State Administration
of Taxation on the Issuance of the
Measures for the Administration of
Collecting Enterprise Income Tax on
Non-resident Enterprises on a Deemed
Basis (Guoshuifa [2010] No 19), if it
is impractical to compute the taxable
income of a non-resident enterprise on
an actual basis, EIT can be collected
on the basis of the following deemed
profit rates:

In the pilot region, where the service
fee is subject to VAT, the tax base for
EIT will be US$94,340 (ie, 100,000 ÷
1.06), the net-of-VAT fee as per State
Administration of Taxation
Announcement No 9 of 2003. As well
as a tax certificate, a domestic payer is
required to provide the bank with a
service contract or agreement and
invoices or payment notices.

Example 2

Outbound remittance for trademark
licensing fees
In addition to the three types of
documents mentioned above – that is,
contract/agreement, invoice/payment

TAX PREFERENCE CANNOT BE GRANTED SOLELY
ON THE BASIS OF THE COUNTRIES WHERE FOREIGN
INVESTORS IN CONDUIT FIRMS ARE REGISTERED
for contracting
* 15%–30%
engineering projects, design and
consulting labour services;
30%–50% for management services;
no less than 15% for other labour
services or operating activities other
than labour services.
For instance, assuming that the
consulting service fee in Example 1 is
US$100,000, with 30% derived outside
China and 70% derived inside China,
and the consulting service provider
constitutes a permanent establishment,
if the tax authority agrees to compute
the EIT on the basis of 20% of the
deemed profit rate, then the EIT to be
collected for the consulting service fee
would be computed as follows:
US$100,000×70% derived inside
China×20% deemed profit rate×25%
EIT rate.

*
*

*

Less than
US$30,000

Between
US$30,000 and
US$50,000

More than
US$50,000

√
√
X
X

√
√
√
X

√
√
√
√

notice, and tax certificate – the
business is also required to provide the
following two documents:
t rademark registration certificate
(issued by the Trademark Office);
a registration certificate of
technology transfer and equipment
import contract (issued by a
competent department of
commerce).
In terms of taxation, trademark
licensing fees are treated as royalties
and are subject to the same BT/VAT
collection as illustrated in Example 1
and a 10% EIT (which is generally
referred to as withholding tax). If the
foreign enterprise (non-resident
enterprise) is entitled to benefits under
a tax treaty, the withholding tax rate
may be lowered to 6% or 7%
depending on the applicable tax treaty.
As relevant laws and regulations have
gone through constant revisions, the
trademark registration certificate and
the registration certificate of technology
transfer and equipment import contract
do not have to be provided if an
outbound remittance is less than
US$50,000. The requirements for
provision of documents are shown in
the panel (left). Please note that even if
a tax certificate is not required for
payment, the mainland company should

*
*
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withhold the relevant taxes according to
the tax law.

Example 3

Reimbursement of fees paid by an
overseas company on behalf of a
domestic company
This example covers the following two
circumstances:
1) fees paid on behalf of an overseas
company to an overseas service
provider;
2) fees paid on behalf of an overseas
company to a domestic service
provider.
Under these circumstances, not only
is company A unable to reimburse
company B (see graphic on this page),
but company C is also in violation of
the FX arbitrage provisions of Article
40 of the Regulations on the Control
of Foreign Exchange, which provides
that ‘where an entity or individual
conducts any illegal acts of arbitrage of
foreign exchange including receiving or
making payments in foreign currencies
when such payments are required to
be received or made in renminbi, or
purchasing foreign exchange from
financial institutions engaging in
settlement and sale of foreign exchange
against false or invalid transaction
documents, such entity or individual
shall be ordered to re-exchange the
illegally exchanged funds, and shall be
imposed a fine of less than 30% of the
exchanged funds in question by foreign
exchange administrative bodies; where
the circumstance of the illegal acts
is serious, the fine may be more than
30% up to the amount equivalent to
the funds in question; where a crime is
constituted, criminal liability shall be
investigated according to law.’
In addition, if company A cannot
repay company B, ultimately such
funds will become company A’s taxable
income, which is subject to EIT.

Example 4

Domestic company distributing
dividends to overseas shareholders
The domestic company must provide
the following documents to a bank:
1) a written application;
2) a foreign exchange registration
certificate of enterprises with

Circumstance 1

Reimbursing an overseas company
for expenses paid to an overseas
service provider
Overseas
affiliated
company B

Service
provider
C

Overseas
Mainland
Domestic
company A

Circumstance 2

Reimbursing an overseas company
for expenses paid to a domestic
service provider
Overseas
affiliated
company B
Overseas
Mainland
Domestic
company A

Service
provider C

Cashflow
Service flow
Invoice flow

foreign investment;
3) a resolution of the board of
directors on profit distribution;
4) a capital verification report;
5) an audit report on profits or
dividends of the related fiscal year
issued by a certified public
accountant firm;
6) a tax certificate.
In terms of taxation, dividends are
subject to a 10% withholding tax;
where a preferential tax treaty applies,
the rate may be reduced to 5%. Since
implementation of the EIT Law from 1
January 2008, Article 47 has become
the legal basis for anti-tax avoidance,
providing that ‘in case an enterprise

makes any other arrangement not for
any reasonable commercial purpose,
which causes the decrease of its
taxable revenue or income, the tax
body may, through a reasonable
method, make an adjustment’.
The rules on ‘beneficial owner’ in
double-tax treaties (Guo Shui Han
[2009] No 601 and Announcement
[2012] No 30) had a great impact on
conduit companies without substantial
business activities, because tax
preference cannot be granted solely
on the basis of the countries where
the foreign investors of the conduit
companies are registered. Dividends
are not subject to BT or VAT.
Since China launched the pilot
programme of renminbi settlement of
cross-border trade transactions in
2009, all the outbound remittances in
the four examples on cross-border
payment given in this article may be
settled in renminbi.
Notes
Enterprises of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region (Hong Kong),
the Macau Special Administrative
Region (Macau) and Taiwan Province
(Taiwan) are treated the same as foreign
enterprises with respect to taxation and
foreign exchange. The terms ‘domestic’
and ‘China’ refer to mainland China,
and ‘overseas’ includes Hong Kong,
Macau and Taiwan.
‘Tax treaties’ include the
arrangements of avoidance of double
taxation separately entered into by and
between mainland China and Hong
Kong and between mainland China
and Macau.
In addition, since the
implementation of the Regulations on
the Control of Foreign Exchange from
August 2008, trade in services formerly
referred to as ‘non-trade items’ have
been included in trade items, which is
consistent with international practice.
The content of this article is of
general nature only. Please consult
your tax adviser before acting on any
information contained in this article.
Bolivia Cheung FCCA is a director
of BC Training and a member of the
steering team of ACCA Southern China
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Answer questions about this article online
Studying this article and answering the questions can count towards your verifiable CPD
if you are following the unit route and the content is relevant to your development needs.
One hour of learning equates to one unit of CPD

The value of economic value
In the last in his series on economic value, Dr Tony Grundy explores value-based
management and offers four case studies illustrating its effectiveness

In this fifth and final article, we will
summarise the key insights from the
first four articles, go a little further
into the cost of capital, and consider
value-based planning processes,
intangibles and interdependencies,
dealing with uncertainty, the business
case and stakeholders.

Key insights to date
There are many insights and lessons
to be drawn from the first four articles
in this series on economic value added
(EVA). Eight of the main ones are:
Economic value has many
advantages over conventional
accounting profit as it is cashflowbased, deals with these cashflows
over time, and makes an adjustment
for the cost of capital.

*

there is alignment of the business
value system.
We need to deep-dive below the
business value system to carry out
a more specific value and cost
driver analysis.
To estimate the value of a key
business decision (such as the
coin-locked supermarket trolleys
investigated in last month’s article),
inventiveness is required to draw
data in from a variety of sources;
this is often referred to as the
‘hunt for value’.
EVA is a very powerful process to
be used alongside and in support
of strategic thinking.
In this final article, we will be focusing
on a process called value-based
management, which involves putting

*
*

*

UNDERPINNING VALUE-BASED MANAGEMENT
IS THE PREMISE THAT CAPITAL IS NOT A FREE
RESOURCE FOR THE BUSINESS – IT HAS A COST
cost of capital takes into
* The
account the time value of money,
inflation and risk.

value of a business is based
* The
on intelligent cashflow projections

*
*

based on the seven value drivers.
Behind these value drivers are
some deeper but equally important
competitive drivers; if these are
not understood then the numbers
are not really robust.
Economic value is generated when

EVA at the centre of corporate
decision-making, planning, control
and performance management.
Underpinning value-based
management is the premise that
capital is not a free resource for the
business – it has a cost and ‘economic
rent’ to which we will now return.

More on the cost of capital
The first article in this EVA series
looked at the weighted average cost of

capital (WACC). For completeness, here
we cover the calculation of the cost
of equity. Calculating this involves the
capital asset pricing model (CAPM).
CAPM is based on an empirical
investigation of share price movements
which discovered that share prices
in particular industries tend to move
up or down relative to the overall
market according to some constant
called, for want of a better name, a
beta. In addition, it was thought that
the rate of return on an equity included
the risk-free rate (Rf), while Rm was the
average return on the whole market.
These concepts were all related
together as:
return on equity (Re) = Rf + beta x
(Rm – Rf)
Rm – Rf is therefore the ‘risk premium’.
So if the risk-free rate is 3% and the
return on the market is 8%, then the
risk premium is 5% (8% minus 3%);
if the beta is 1.5 (a volatile stock) we
have the following return on equity:
Re = 3% + 1.5 (8% – 3%)
Re = 3% + (1.5 x 5%)
Re = 10.5%
A very important consequence of this
is that equity risk (or ‘systematic risk’)
is already included in the equity cost
of capital. That means that we should
not also be increasing the WACC for
project-specific risk, which should be
taken into the calculations purely
through risk and sensitivity analysis –
risk must not be double-counted.
Another consequence is that it is
not the job of managers to diversify

*

*
*
*
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business risk – the shareholders are
managing that in their portfolios.
Obviously this is only a part of the
cost of capital and one needs to factor
in the cost of debt after tax and the
gearing to establish the WACC (see
the second article in this series for
how this works).
When doing the calculations, it is
essential to stand back and ask ‘does
the result make sense?’. Two MBA
students recently came up with a
WACC of 0.3% and 0.0% respectively;
unless their home country is on
another planet, those figures just
have to be wrong – capital is never
free nor almost free.

Value-based management
Accounting profit is based on the
accrual principle and focuses on
optimising short-term profit. Valuebased management ranks accounting
profit secondary to (or at best on a
par with) the emphasis on cashflows
adjusted for the cost of capital.
This treatment involves a very big
shift in perspective as shown in the

box on this page. The profound set
of shifts involved means making
far reaching changes to:
financial planning and budgeting;
strategic planning;
how we think about marketing –
optimising customer economic
value (as in the case of coin-locked
supermarket trolleys that appeared
in the previous article in this series);
cost management and budgeting –
cost reductions are never pursued
in isolation from thinking how
resources can best be used to
add value to the business;
change management –
organisational change is never
pursued in isolation but will have
a full business case based on the
impact on value and cost drivers;
brand valuation – the positive and
negative effect of investing in or
damaging the brand on future
cashflows is estimated;
managing intangibles – besides
brands, other major areas of
investment where the economic
benefits are not obviously

*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

Two very different perspectives compared

Measurement base
Cost of capital
Time scales
Economic variables
Competitive focus

*

Accounting profit

Value-based management

Profit-manipulated?
‘What’s that?’
Short-term
Revenues and costs
Relatively little

Cashflows can’t lie
Charged to get ‘economic profit’
Short-, medium- and long-term
The seven value drivers
Fundamental

*

measurable are still subjected
to some sort of broader-brush
economic assessment which is
founded on empirical analysis,
such as learning and development,
culture change, and so on;
management processes – ruthlessly
weeded out by focusing on whether
the processes really add economic
value or not;
managing acquisitions – these
very frequently end up destroying
shareholder value for a number
of reasons, such as inadequate
financial valuation of pre- and
post-acquisition strategies, the
deal-making process, or during the
often distracting and damaging
process of integration;
performance management – it is
imperative that with value-based
management the performance of
senior managers is recognised
and rewarded based on economic
measures as well as, or instead of,
short-term accounting profit.

Four stories to illustrate the
above points

Story 1: When BP once went through
a profound exercise to shift its culture
from hierarchical to empowered,
some of the key players in the culture
change team asked me to see if we
could put an economic value on the
culture change after the event. After
getting an enormous headache over
a period of three days in trying to
prove general efficiencies, I suggested
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taking a different tack. We drew up
a list of key business breakthroughs
that would almost certainly never have
happened without the culture-change
project. These alone were worth around
£500m (critical incident analysis).
Subsequently BP went on – with much
thanks to this programme – to become
the world’s second-biggest oil company;
the longer-term ‘emergent value’ from
this ranking is in the billions.
Story 2: Diageo, the global drinks
business that purveys Guinness,
Smirnoff, Malibu and many other spirit
brands, also adopted value-based
management as its core management
process. Coincidentally I sowed the

about this as he didn’t feel that it was
likely to add value. Translating it into
EVA language, he went back to the
board and said he had really big
concerns about whether it would really
add value and that it was going to cost
well over £6,000 with the travel and
three days of his time.
As a countersuggestion, he offered to
attend by teleconference on a standby
basis. When the appointed time came
he just sat and watched the phone for
a while – unsurprisingly, it never rang.
This story highlights the very practical
and everyday advantages of using
the concept of EVA via value-based
management and also how well it links
with the strategic option grid.

EXPLORING VALUE AND COST DRIVERS NOT ONLY
HELPS UNDERSTAND HOW EVA HAS BEEN CREATED
IN THE PAST, BUT HOW IT MIGHT BE IN THE FUTURE
seed of the idea in 1990 when I piloted
the concept through my PhD research
with some very senior finance people in
the company who went on to become
the change catalysts for value-based
management there later in the decade.
Around 2005 I worked with Diageo
again to introduce the strategic option
grid (see my earlier strategy series).
During that second encounter, the
director of global supply strategy was
asked to go to South Africa in case the
main board needed his input on some
matters. He was very uncomfortable

Story 3: Last month’s article covered
the business case for coin-locked
trolleys, which break even just by
reducing damage and loss; when other
benefits are factored in, the economic
value over cost ratios are so great that
investing in them is a no-brainer.
Story 4: Applying similar principles
to the economic value of learning and
development in the very challenging
environment of policing showed that
the ratio of value to cost was over 10
for advanced interviewing techniques

CPD
units on the web

(such as in a murder investigation
– the average murder costs £1m to
investigate – and for personal arrest
training). These studies were with
West Midlands Police. I am hoping
to work on valuing countermeasures
to urban riots next!

An engine for EVA
Value-based management is the
process for turning EVA into a practical
reality. Fundamentally once you have
got over the hurdle of understanding
the technicalities of the cost of capital
and discounting, it’s all downhill.
The really interesting side to this is
exploring the value and cost drivers,
not only to understand how EVA has
been created in the past, but how it
might be in the future and in new ways.
We have seen in this series diverse
examples from Virgin Galactic, Tesco,
Manchester United, Kellogg’s, RollsRoyce aero engines, supermarket
trolleys, BP, Diageo and the police to
give a flavour of what can be done.
Dr Tony Grundy is an independent
consultant and trainer, and lectures
at Henley Business School
www.tonygrundy.com

New management series
Next month, Tony Grundy starts a
new series of articles looking at
management model theories and
strategies.
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GOT ROLES TO FILL?
www.accacareers.com/international
A monthly round-up of the latest developments in financial reporting, audit, tax and law
FINANCIAL REPORTING
IFRS FOR SMES
The latest update on
support made available
by the IFRS Foundation on
IFRS for SMEs can be found
at http://tiny.cc/9pvitw and
includes latest translations
and educational material.
RELATED PARTIES
A new factsheet is available
that provides guidance on
the collection and disclosure
of related-party transactions
within statutory financial
statements. The factsheet
considers the legislative
requirements, accounting
standards and contains
example disclosures.
Visit www2.accaglobal.
com/uk/members/technical

IFAC
SMP GUIDE
The International Federation
of Accountants has produced
a guide aimed at small and
medium-sized practices
with sections on strategic
planning, managing
staff, client relationship
management, and succession
planning. Case studies
illustrate the concepts, and
example checklists and forms
are available. See http://
tinyurl.com/az2g2n4
Glenn Collins, head of
technical advisory, ACCA UK

AUDIT
IAASB MEETING
The majority of the
International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB) meeting, held

in February in Brussels,
Belgium, was devoted to
progressing the IAASB’s
priority auditor reporting
project. Two drafting teams
have been set up – one to
focus on what will likely be a
new ISA to deal with auditor
commentary, and the other
to revise ISA 700; former
ACCA president Brendan
Murtagh is a member of
the latter.
Much work has been
undertaken to develop
criteria for determining
the ‘key audit matters’
that would be required
to be reported for listed
companies, and work will
now begin on developing
illustrative examples.
The IAASB continues to
work to develop exposure
drafts of the revised auditor
reporting standards for
approval at its June meeting.
The meeting was
briefed on the preliminary
findings from the postimplementation review of
the clarified International
Standards on Auditing. A
summary of these will be
published following the June
meeting and the steering
committee will take these
into account in developing
its strategy and work plan
for 2015–19 which will be
exposed for public comment
following the December
2013 meeting.
The proposed change
to the International Ethics
Standards Board for
Accountants Code of Ethics
relating to the definition
of ‘the engagement team’
had been confirmed, so
the IAASB was able to
approve changes to ISA 610

relating to applying to direct
assistance, which come into
effect for periods ending on
or after 15 December 2013.
Feedback on these or
other IAASB matters is
very welcome; email sue.
almond@accaglobal.com.
Sue Almond, technical
director, ACCA

OECD
MNCs PRESSURED TO PAY MORE
An action plan is being
drafted by the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) to
pressurise multinationals to
pay more tax. Written in cooperation with governments
and the business
community, the plan will
quantify corporate taxes lost
to low taxation jurisdictions,
especially offshore havens.
And it will ‘provide concrete
timelines and methodologies
for solutions to reinforce the
integrity of the global tax
system’, said an OECD note.
Meanwhile, the thinktank
has released a preliminary
report, Addressing Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting,
that outlines the extent
of the problem. It notes:
‘Some multinationals use
strategies that allow them
to pay as little as 5% in
corporate taxes when
smaller businesses are
paying up to 30%.’
For more, go to http://
tinyurl.com/c3zypft
HELP ON WITHHOLDING TAX
The OECD has approved a
model set of agreements
and forms for any country
wanting to implement its

‘authorised intermediary’
system for claiming
withholding tax relief
at source on portfolio
investments. The idea is
to remove administrative
barriers hindering investors
from claiming reduced
rates of withholding tax
to which they are entitled
under tax treaties or local
investment laws.
For more go to http://
tinyurl.com/csr9cfw

EUROPEAN UNION
TAX EVASION CONSULTATION
The European Commission
has now asked for
comments on two proposals
suggested in its antitax evasion action plan
launched in December
2012. One is creating a
European Taxpayer’s Code,
which would clarify the
rights and obligations of
both taxpayers and tax
authorities. And the other is
establishing a European Tax
Identification Number (EU
TIN), identifying taxpayers
throughout the EU. Public
consultation on the ideas
runs until 17 May. EU tax
commissioner Algirdas
Šemeta said the former
would help honest taxpayers
meet their commitments
and the latter would assist
tax inspectors.
See http://tinyurl.com/
cgtg4us and http://tinyurl.
com/d4u4e24
ESMA RELEASES GUIDANCE
The European Securities and
Markets Authority (ESMA)
has published final guidance
explaining how marketmakers can be exempt from
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certain European Union (EU)
financial declaration rules.
A series of technical rules,
the guidelines say marketmakers benefiting from
this exemption must be a
member of a trading venue
selling a relevant financial
instrument.
Find more at http://
tinyurl.com/ckc7xjy

a contract’s works, supplies
or services, enabling bidders
to check what jobs are
available. Brussels suggests
reducing the number of
codes and scrapping a
supplementary descriptive
vocabulary, among other
improvements.
For more, go to http://
tinyurl.com/bumt8bo

AUDITORS’ ROLE
Auditors and accountants
should be more involved in
setting market benchmarks
that help decide interest
rates and other financial
indices, such as the muchmaligned Euribor rate, say
responses to a European
Commission public
consultation on efforts to
reform these systems. A
summary said there was
‘general agreement on the
need for more thorough
audits and controls [for]
ensuring the integrity of
benchmarks’, albeit at a
‘contributor and provider
level’. Brussels said
independent ‘external audits
of contributions, calculation
and benchmark production
procedures’ were suggested.
Go to http://tinyurl.com/
c999qrb

UNODC

PUBLIC PROCUREMENT BIDS
A European Commission
review has recommended
streamlining a system
listing and indexing public
procurement tenders
from all 27 EU member
states. The EU’s ‘common
procurement vocabulary’
currently has 9,454 codes
structured in five levels,
whose eight digits and
attached wording describe

ETHICAL STANDARDS REVISED
The New Zealand Auditing
and Assurance Standards
Board (NZAuASB) has
revised PES 1, Ethical
Standards for Assurance
Providers, and PES 2,
Independence in Assurance
Engagements, will be
withdrawn.
PES 1 (Revised), Code
of Ethics for Assurance
Practitioners:

ANTI-CORRUPTION TOOL
The United Nations Office
on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) has released an
e-learning tool designed to
help businesses detect and
fight corruption within their
operations. It includes six
interactive learning modules
each with a specific theme
providing guidance dealing
with potential corruption
risks. It has been developed
with the UN Global
Compact, a public-private
partnership forum.
More can be
found at http://
thefightagainstcorruption.
unodc.org/certificate
Keith Nuthall, journalist

NEW ZEALAND

a new structure
* adopts
and conforms with part A
and B of the International
Federation of
Accountants’ Code of
Ethics for Professional
Accountants;
introduces more stringent
independence
requirements;
Provides additional
guidance concerning
identifying, evaluating
and managing conflicts
of interest;
Provides additional
guidance on the action to
be taken to address a
breach of a requirement
of the code.
PES 1 (Revised) is
effective on 1 January
2014. Early adoption is
permitted.
The NZAuASB has also
issued an Explanatory Guide
EG Au5, Implementing the
Code of Ethics for Assurance
Practitioners, to assist
assurance practitioners as
they adopt and implement
PES 1 (Revised).

*
*
*

CONTROL STANDARD AMENDED
The NZAuASB has approved
the issue of PES 3
(Amended), Quality Control
for Firms that Perform Audits
and Reviews of Financial
Statements, and Other
Assurance Engagements,
to supersede PES 3,
Quality Control.
PES 3 (Amended) now
aligns structurally with the
International Standards on
Quality Control (ISQC 1) in
that all the requirements
and application guidance
for quality control at
the engagement level
for engagements other

than audits of historical
financial information has
been removed. This is
consistent with ISQC 1 that
only includes requirements
for the system of quality
control at the firm level.
The amendments do not
substantively change
the requirements for
the firm-level systems of
quality control.
PES 3 (Amended)
requires systems of
quality control at the firm
level to be established
in compliance with that
standard for application
from 1 January 2014.
The NZAuASB has also
issued an Explanation of
Decisions made in finalising
PES 3 to assist assurance
practitioners as they adopt
and implement PES 3
(Amended).
PES 4 ANNOUNCEMENT
The NZAuASB has decided
not to finalise proposed
PES 4, Quality Control of an
Assurance Engagement Other
than an Audit of Financial
Statements.
The NZAuASB decided
this after considering views
expressed in response to its
proposals to split PES 3,
Quality Control, into two
standards, and to create
proposed PES 4.
Proposed PES 4 was to
include the quality control
procedures at an individual
assurance engagement level
for engagements other than
audits of historical financial
information.
Lei Xu, technical manager,
ACCA Australia and New
Zealand
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The many routes to CPD success
The wide variety of CPD sources available to ACCA members means you don’t have to
pay a premium – or find the valuable time – for a classroom course if you don’t want to
There is no denying that attending
face-to-face courses can help keep
your knowledge up to date and
provides lots of valuable networking
opportunities. However, if you also
factor in travel it’s probably one of the
most expensive and time-consuming
ways to keep your knowledge updated.
Most of us equate CPD with
attending courses but this is not the
case with ACCA CPD opportunities.
ACCA can accommodate any learning
so long as you can prove that it is
relevant to your career. The learning
opportunities described here all offer
ways to meet your CPD requirements.

Accounting and Business
You can acquire verifiable CPD units
by reading technical articles in this
magazine. Don’t forget that features on
soft skills and career development may
be just as relevant for you and therefore
just as applicable to your CPD.

MyDevelopment
E-learning can be an inexpensive way
to learn and get CPD without the
hassle. We’ve gathered courses from
award-winning e-learning providers

and negotiated exclusive discounts
when you purchase training through
MyDevelopment. Find the course or
webinar that fits your needs by visiting
www.accaglobal.com/cpd

Podcasts and YouTube
Whether you are commuting
or jogging, at home or in your car,
podcasts and videos can be a great
way to keep abreast of developments
in your sector. Look for podcasts
online or through your mobile device’s
catalogue – you’ll be surprised how
much there is.

Coaching and mentoring
By acting as a coach or mentor, not
only will you reap the benefits of
working with junior colleagues, who
will become more able, enthusiastic
and ambitious as a result, but you’ll
also develop the characteristics and
behaviours required of today’s rounded
business professional. Examples of
how you can gain CPD from coaching
and mentoring include:
researching for or preparing for a
coaching session;
conducting a coaching session – as
long as this is new to you or you are
attempting new techniques.
Consider becoming a

*
*

workplace mentor – that way you’ll not
only coach a younger colleague and get
CPD but will also help them on their
way to ACCA membership and do your
bit for the accounting profession in
general.

BPP online courses
These exclusive BPP courses for
ACCA members include audiovisual
presentations, reports, podcasts
and interactive modules. They cover
auditing, business and finance, financial
reporting and taxation, law, marketing,
and operational and strategic
management. For more, visit www.
bppprofessionaldevelopment.com/ACCA

Learning on the job or when
you’re in a new role
You might think it doesn’t count but
you learn a lot when you start a new
role – new IT systems, new procedures
at work, even your job induction can
count towards your CPD. Many of us
keep learning as working practices
evolve over time. Remember: if it is
relevant to your career and you can
demonstrate this, then any learning
can count towards your CPD.
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Publicity protocols change in 2014
ACCA’s Sundeep Takwani reports on the ACCA Regulatory Board’s recommendations
concerning the publicising of disciplinary and regulatory hearings and their outcomes
The ACCA Regulatory Board
provides independent oversight over
ACCA’s disciplinary and regulatory
arrangements. In 2012, it carried out
a review of ACCA’s regulatory and
disciplinary procedures to ensure they
are fit for purpose, independent, fair,
proportionate and in the public interest.
The board made a number of
recommendations, including the
introduction of independent legal
advisers into ACCA’s regulatory and
disciplinary committees. This enhances
the independence of the lay-majority
committees by moving the provision of
legal and procedural advice to external
legal advisers. Legal advisers were
introduced into the regulatory and
disciplinary committees from January.
Two of the board’s recommendations,
which represent a significant change to
ACCA’s current regulatory and
disciplinary arrangements, are in regard
to publishing forthcoming hearings and
the outcome of committee decisions.

Naming the member, firm or
student due to appear before
a disciplinary or regulatory
committee in the pre-hearing
news release
It is ACCA’s current practice to anonymise all pre-hearing news releases.
If an enquiry is made as to whether a
particular member is due to appear before a committee, that information will
be given, but the general news release
is anonymous.
Once the hearing has taken place, and
only if an adverse finding has been made
against the member, the decision of the
committee is published naming the
member. In exceptional circumstances,
the decision is anonymised, but this is
very rare. It applies only in situations
where publication of the name would
lead to an unusual adverse impact upon
the member or a third party, over and

above the adverse impacts which would
flow naturally as a result of named
publication (for example, an unusual
impact upon a person’s health or safety).
ACCA carried out benchmarking on
the board’s behalf and it was noted that
ACCA was the only regulator of those
benchmarked, including the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in England and
Wales and the UK’s Financial Reporting
Council, that did not name the member
in pre-hearing publicity. The board’s
view is this position is no longer tenable
and is one with which ACCA concurs.

Publicising orders of the
disciplinary and regulatory
committees as soon as the
public hearing has taken place
Currently, ACCA does not publish the
decision of a disciplinary and regulatory committee until the committee’s
decision has become effective. This is
normally after the appeal period has
expired or at the conclusion of the
appeal process (except in cases where
there is a continuing risk to the public
and the committee has ordered that its

decision is effective immediately).
The board is concerned that such
delay, coupled with the anonymity of
the pre-hearing publicity, can mean
that members of the public may be
unaware of the matter. The board
therefore recommends that, where a
hearing has been held in public, the
decision made at that hearing should
be published immediately, irrespective
of when the decision becomes effective.
ACCA concurs with the board’s view.
The effect of accepting the
recommendation would be that the
public would become aware of a
decision made against a member even
though it might subsequently be
overturned on appeal. Therefore, any
news release would clearly indicate that
the decision was subject to appeal.
ACCA agrees with the board’s
recommendations but they represent a
significant change of approach. The
public interest is paramount in any
regulatory and disciplinary system, and
transparency is a cornerstone of such a
system. The UK Courts have recognised
that a profession’s reputation, and
therefore the reputation and interests of
its members as a whole, outweighs the
interests of any one individual member.
In addition, transparent disciplinary
and regulatory arrangements enhance
public trust and confidence in ACCA
and the profession, particularly where
the profession regulates itself.
ACCA believes the changes proposed
are necessary to enhance the
transparency of ACCA’s regulatory and
disciplinary arrangements and ACCA’s
reputation as a robust and reliable
regulator. ACCA aims to introduce the
new publicity protocols in 2014. If you
have any strong views on these proposed
changes, please pass them on to me at
sundeep.takwani@accaglobal.com.
Sundeep Takwani, director – regulation
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Special issue
Corporate edition explores business
needs and finance professions
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The challenges facing business leaders and the
skillsets they now need from the finance function
are highlighted in an Accounting and Business
special edition, available online.
AB Corporate includes ‘hotseat’ viewpoints from
finance chiefs at leading companies including Tata,
Hong Kong Television Network, Standard Chartered
Bank and China’s CNOOC Enertech.
It also looks at how ACCA is working to meet those
needs of business leaders.
PwC International chairman Dennis Nally writes
about the need for resilience in business, while
HSBC chief accounting officer Russell Picot looks
at the business case for diversity.
ACCA chief executive Helen Brand offers a briefing
on a new ACCA report, The complete finance
professional, which makes it clear that breadth as
well as depth of knowledge is required in the
modern accountancy profession. The report is based
on an ACCA survey of nearly 500 CFOs in the UK,
Malaysia, Russia, China and the UAE.

ACCA FINALISTS BREAK RECORD

A record number of students around the world
passed their final ACCA exams in December 2012.
More than 7,200 students passed the exams,
beating the previous record set in June 2012 and
setting them on the next step to ACCA membership.
In all, over 198,000 candidates took almost 367,000
papers, with more than 60,000 students sitting
computer-based exams.
Pass rates were in line with expectations, but
ACCA will be looking at what it can do to assist
students and learning providers so that more
students can reach the standard in papers that have
lower success rates.
Alan Hatfield, ACCA director – learning, said: ‘All
students who have passed their exams deserve
praise, particularly the 7,200 who completed their
finals and demonstrated they have a comprehensive
range of skills and a full understanding of the
finance chain – in short, that they are the complete
finance professionals that employers have stressed
they need in a difficult economic environment.’

Afra Sajjad gave a presentation

PAKISTAN HOSTS ALP FORUM

ACCA chief executive Helen Brand
thanked Approved Learning Providers
gathered in Lahore, Pakistan, in January
for their efforts on ACCA’s behalf.
Brand highlighted how ACCA
members are contributing to the
economy of Pakistan and abroad, and
the critical role ALPs play in ACCA’s
strategy. She emphasised how ACCA
and ALPs can work together to drive the
public agenda.
Dr Afra Sajjad, regional head of
education, MENASA, shared the findings
of ACCA’s research on public value.
A total of 20 ALP heads participated
in the forum.

NEW FACES AT FORUM

New members have been appointed
to the ACCA/IMA Accountants for
Business Global Forum, which aims to
bring direct insights and new thinking
to the key challenges facing finance
leaders and global finance functions.
The new members are: Richard
Aitken-Davies FCCA, independent
chairman of Electricity Pensions; Teuta
Bakalli FCCA, CFO at Pepper Europe;
Holger Lindner, CFO of TÜV SÜD’s
product services division; Jennifer Tan
Yuen Chun FCCA, managing director of
fixed business at Hutchison Telecoms
Hong Kong; Neil MacLean FCCA, vice
president for finance transformation at
Capgemini Consulting; Oliver Colling
FCCA, who leads Grant Thornton’s
finance transformation team in the
UK; Paul Mok FCCA, group financial
controller at OOCL; Dr Solaiman
Altwaijri, IMA board member and CEO
of Saudi Amiantit; and Raymond Jack,
executive director – finance and
operations at ACCA.
The forum is co-chaired by Eircom
CFO Richard Moat FCCA and ACCA head
of corporate sector Jamie Lyon FCCA.

VT Final Accounts is the popular Excel based
accounts production package from VT Software.
The latest version can be used to generate an
iXBRL accounts or tax computation file from
any Excel workbook or from the pre-tagged
templates contained within the package.
A large number of users of VT Final Accounts
have already successfully submitted iXBRL
files to HMRC.

To download a free 60 day trial please
visit www.vtsoftware.co.uk/ixbrl
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